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PREFACE

Welcome to the Teacher’s Technology Handbook!
This resource was borne out of the success of the
Technology Coach Handbook (http://
techcoach.memphis.edu).  The Technology Coach
Handbook was originally created and began distribution in
2003, primarily in Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia and West
Virginia through the sponsorship of the Appalachian
Technology in Education Consortium (ATEC; http://
www.the-atec.org). However, we have received requests
from many other states in the United States, supplying
over well over 5,000 print and digital copies of handbooks
as far as California and South Dakota — even outside the
U.S. and into Mexico and Puerto Rico.

While the Technology Coach Handbook was designed to
help the on-site technology coordinators and technology
facilitators at a school or district, teachers often asked us
what we had available to them to use in their classrooms.
In particular during our workshops and discussions with
teachers, we would be asked for our lesson plans, lesson
ideas and technology tips that we modeled and mentioned.
From these requests, we have compiled our best
resources for teachers into one place: the Teacher’s
Technology Handbook.

We hope the information and ideas shared in this handbook will enhance and better
enable you to foster meaningful use of technology in your schools Intended Users.

Intended Users
Classroom Teachers
This handbook was developed to specifically provide the types of resources that
teachers want.  Upfront you’ll find technology integration ideas and complete lesson
plans for each of the four primary content areas: Language Arts, Math, Social Studies
and Science.  Within the lesson plans are the assessment rubrics and student
examples of the finished products.  You’ll also find sections on developing lesson
plans that integrate technology meaningfully.  Another section highlights each of the
technology tools used in classrooms today, examining their critical features for
learning.  Finally, sections are focused on managing and implementing technology
integrated lessons within the “real world” of your classrooms.

A Resou rce  t o  Suppor t  E f f e c t i ve  Tec hno logy  I n t eg ra t i on
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Technology Facilitators
Technology facilitators, technology coordinators, technology resource teachers and
technology coaches will also find this handbook useful.  The Teacher’s Technology
Handbook was designed to dovetail as a companion to the Technology Coach
Handbook (http://techcoach.memphis.edu).  Many of the handouts and templates
available to copy for teachers inside the coach’s handbook have been incorporated
into the teacher’s handbook.  This way you would be able to use the teacher’s
handbook as a participant manual within professional development sessions and
workshops you may be conducting with teachers.

There are also exciting new additions to the Teacher’s Technology Handbook.
Complete lessons plans have been developed for Language Arts, Math, Social
Studies and Science.  These lessons reflect the “real world” and integrate
technologies meaningfully.  The lessons have been designed to span across the
common technology tools available in classrooms today, including word processing,
spreadsheets, digital video clips, concept maps, the Internet and web browsers, and
digital cameras.  Within the lessons, you’ll find assessments and handouts to
accompany the lesson.

In addition to the lesson plans, classroom ideas for developing others lesson have
been included.  Each classroom idea is aligned to the appropriate national content
standard.   Sections following common technology tools through its purposes,
classroom ideas and lesson starters, how to develop lessons, how to convert existing
lessons, and how to implement technology integrated lessons have been included as
well.

Administrators
School leaders and district administrators may also find the contents of this handbook
valuable.  Schools and districts considering a significant focus on using technology as
a tool for learning or wanting to enhance their current initiatives may use this resource
as a way to introduce reluctant faculty to technology integration, to give early
adopters of technology integration a way to ground their previous work and expand
future efforts, as well as to provide the technology integration resources to grade level
teams or school work teams to plan curricular scope and sequencing.   Administrators
may also find it worthwhile to investigate the companion publication, the Technology
Coach Handbook (http://techcoach.memphis.edu), as another avenue for achieving
successful technology integration.

All of the lesson plans, handouts/blackline masters and job aids are yours to freely
copy.  In fact, we want you to copy them and use them!  Please just leave the footer
information at the bottom.
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Content Overview
The Teacher’s Technology Handbook is divided into the following sections:

Section 1: Technology Integration Lessons
The four primary content areas organize this section.  For each content area, there
are classroom ideas as lesson starters with the national content area standard.  In
addition to the technology integration ideas, two sample lesson plans have been
provided.  One lesson plan is targeted to primary grades, and one lesson is intended
for higher elementary and middle grades.

Section 2: Why Integrate technology
This section presents why we are integrating technology into our curricula.  It provides
a rationale for technology integration and makes connections with the national
content area standards and state curricular standards.

Section 3: Effective Technology Integration
Section 3 offers some background information on a vision for technology integration.
Specifically, we take a look at how technology can improve student learning, and how
to engender the types of learning environments to make best use of the technology
tools.

Section 4: Planning Technology Integration Lessons
Step-by-step guidance to develop technology-integrated lessons is offered inside
Section 4. First, it introduces effective technology integration approaches, including
the enGuage and NTeQ models.   Next, identifying the unique features of technology
tools is presented followed by several different approaches to create new lessons and
repurpose existing lessons.

Section 5: Technology Tools for Learning
The focus of this section is on how to use the common technology tools available to
most classrooms to engage students in higher-level thinking to improve student
learning.  Multiple examples and lesson starters are provided for each tool.

Section 6: Implementing Integration Lessons
Finally, Section 6 provides the tried-and-true tips and suggestions necessary to
implement technology-integrated into different types of classroom settings.  We take a
look at the one-computer classroom, multi-computer classroom, laptop carts and
computer labs.



1SECTION
Technology Integration

Lessons
Overview of Lesson Plans

Language Arts
-Technology Integration Ideas

-Sample Lesson Plans

Mathematics
-Technology Integration Ideas

-Sample Lesson Plans

Science
-Technology Integration Ideas

-Sample Lesson Plans

Social Studies
-Technology Integration Ideas

-Sample Lesson Plans
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Overview of Lesson Plans
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Sample Lesson Plans:
MATHEMATICS

Shapes Shows

PLANNING

Topic: Geometric shapes

Time: 1 week (30 minutes - 1 hour each day)

Class: Grades 1-4

Content Standards addressed:

NCTM Standard for K-12: Analyze characteristics and properties of two- and three-dimensional geometric
shapes and develop mathematical arguments about geometric relationships.

Technology Standards addressed:

NETS Standard 3: Students use technology tools to enhance learning, increase productivity, and promote
creativity.

NETS Standard 4: Students use a variety of media and formats to communicate information and ideas
effectively to multiple audiences.
.

Materials:

1. Everyday examples of two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes
2. Digital camera(s)
3. Electronic presentation software

Objectives:           Bloom’s Taxonomy:  Assessment:

1. Identify two-dimensional and three
dimensional geometric shapes

2. Classify everyday objects as two
dimensional and three dimensional
shapes

Comprehension

Analysis

“Shapes” handout, electronic
presentation and rubric

“Shapes” handout, electronic
presentation and rubric
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TEACHING

Teacher Procedures:                         Student Procedures:

1. Review with students basic two-dimensional
shapes (e.g., square, rectangle, circle),
being sure to emphasize the unique
characteristics of each shape.  Feel free to
use manipulatives and everyday objects
from your classroom to illustrate the
shapes.

2. With photos or manipulatives, ask students
to identify characteristics of new two-
dimensional objects, including pentagon,
hexagon and octagon, basing their
conclusions off the characteristics of square
and rectangle.

3. Add three-dimensional objects, including
sphere, cylinder, cone and cube.
Emphasize the unique geometric
characteristics of these objects.  Teacher
may ask students for everyday examples,
such basketballs, ice cream cones, ice
cubes, etc.

4. Distribute to students the ‘Shapes’ handout.
Ask students to bring in examples from
home examples of each of the shapes.  The
teacher may also provide examples.

5. Following the ‘Shapes’ handout, direct
individual students to choose at least two
examples that match each of the shapes.
With a digital camera have students take
pictures of their examples.  Have students
write down on their ‘Shapes’ handout their
two examples in the spaces provided.
Note: Teacher/parents/aids may need to
assist with digital camera operations.
Because of the large memory in digital
cameras today, teachers may choose to
take a picture of each student before they
begin taking their shape pictures in order to
organize the photos.

1. Students answer as called upon to forward
review of two-dimensional shapes.

2. Students answer to identify characteristics
of new shapes.

3. Students may provide everyday examples.

4. Students bring in examples.

5. Following ‘Shapes’ handout student choose
sexamples of shapes, takes digital camera
pictures and writes down his/her specific
examples on handout in the space
provided.

Prior to the Computer

Shape Shows – Continued
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1. In an electronic presentation program such
as Microsoft Powerpoint, direct students to
create slides of each shape following the
‘Shapes’ handout.

2. Direct students to import/insert photos of
each shape on the appropriate slides.

3. Print out slides with multiples per page
(such as handouts four-per-page in
Microsoft Powerpoint).

1. Using presentation program, students
create slideshow, using appropriate slide
layouts as necessary.

2. Students import/insert photos onto
appropriate slides.

3. Students print out slides.

At the Computer

After the Computer

1. Direct students to write a description of the
shapes in the students own words with the
photos.  Younger students may draw the
individual shapes in a space using ‘Shapes’
handout as reference.

1. Students write description of each shape on
printed slides.

.

Resources:

1. Miriam Gomez’s lesson plan at http://www.teachnet-lab.org/miami/2004/gomez2.htm
2. Microsoft Clip Art and Media at http://office.microsoft.com/clipart/
3. Adapted from Rose Sedely’s lesson at
    http://ali.apple.com/ali_sites/deli/exhibits/1000171/The_Lesson.html

Shape Shows – Continued

The following lesson plans have been
divided by content areas: Language Arts,
Mathematics, Science and Social Studies.
We’ve included two lessons for each
discipline and have targeted one lesson
for primary grades and another for late
elementary and middle grades.  The
lesson plans used throughout this section
contain specific attributes to help you
adopt and adapt these lessons to your
own classroom.  Follow the captions to
see the elements we have included for
each lesson.

Each lesson 
briefly lists the 
lesson topic, 
approximate 
implementation 
time and the 
targeted grades.

Content and 
technology 
standards at the 
national, state 
and/or local 
levels.

The materials list 
contains all the 
materials and 
resources needed 
to complete the 
lesson—including 
software and 
websites.

Each lesson also lists 
the performance 
objectives, the 
associated level of 
Bloom's Taxonomy 
and how the 
performance will be 
assessed.

In the Teaching 
Section, the teacher 
and student 
procedures describe 
the classroom activities 
that occur before 
students use 
computers, while they 
are at the computers 
and what happens 
after computer use.
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Assessment

Shape Shows – Continued
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Shapes

Two-Dimentional (2D) Two-Dimentional (2D)

Circle Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Sphere Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Triangle Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Cube Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Square Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Cuboid Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Rectangle Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Cone Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Pentagon Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Pyramid Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Hexagon Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Cylinder Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Octagon Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Shape Shows – Continued
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Shapes Shows Presentation Sample

Shapes Show

By Lisa Brasher

2-dimensional Shapes

Circle

• No sides and the
distance from the
center is always
the same.

Triangle

• 3 sides

Square

• 4 sides and 4
corners

• All the sides have
to be the same size

• 4 right angles

Rectangle

• 4 sides

• The sides don’t
have to be the
same length

• 4 right angles

Shape Shows – Continued

STUDENT’S EXAMPLE

Lesson Plan Overview– Continued

Assessment 
rubrics are 
aligned with 
performance 
objectives.

Ready-to-copy 
handouts as 
blackline 
masters.

The final component 
included in each lesson is 
examples of student 
products.
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Technology Integration Ideas:
LANGUAGE ARTS
Below are examples of activities and tools for teachers to integrate technology in the
Language Arts area.  Also included are the approprate national standards for each
activity from Standards for the English Language Arts, p. 24, Copyright 1996 by the
International Reading Association and National Council of Teachers of English.
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Sample Lesson Plans:
LANGUAGE ARTS

Quick as a Cricket

PLANNING

Topic: Figurative Language/Similies

Time: 30 minutes

Class: 2nd Grade Language Arts

Content Standards addressed:

MSC Standard 2—Students should be able to derive literal, implied, and personal meaning from different
kinds of texts and presentations (literary, informative, and technical). (2) Demonstrate understanding of
oral and printed texts and presentations by interpreting the impact of the author’s and speaker’s
decisions (such as form, content, style, rhetoric, voice, vocabulary, and literary devices).

TN State Standard 3.1.13—Experience various literary and media genres. (i) Explore the ways in which
language is used in literary texts (e.g., rhythm, beat, imagery, simile, and metaphor).

Technology Standards addressed:

MCS Technology Standard 3—Students use technology productivity tools to collaboratively construct
completed products that represent quality work.

MCS Technology Standard 5—Use a variety of media and technology resources for teacher directed and
independent tasks

Materials:

1. Quick As a Cricket by A. Woods
2. Storyboard forms
3. Colors, markers

Objectives: Bloom’s Taxonomy: Assessment:

1.  Define similie Knowledge Write the definition of a similie
2.  Recognize similes in print Application Select similes from print
3.  Create similes in their Application/Synthesis Create simile story
     personal writings
4.  Create a multimedia simile Application/Synthesis Create simile presentation using
     story Powerpoint/Multimedia tools
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TEACHING

Introduction:

Turn to your neighbor.  Everyone smile at each other.  Look carefully.  If you compare your neighbor to an
animal, what animal does s/he look like?
What makes you say that?  (Allow several students to respond)  You have just made a comparison of
your friend to an animal.  In literature, that comparison has a special name and that is what we are going
to learn about today.

Teacher Procedures:                         Student Procedures:

Quick as a Cricket – Continued

1.Reads the story Quick as a Cricket.  Asks what
do students notice about all of the sentences.
Arrive at: They follow the formula …_____ as a
_________.

2.Connects sentence to the word “simile”
3.Defines simile—making a comparison using like

or as

1. Actively listen and interact with teacher.

2. Repeat the definition chorally and individually.

Introduction

Model

1. Gives several examples of similes using “as”
     a. As sleepy as a kitten
     b. As fussy as a baby
     c. As sleek as a fast car
     d. As dirty as mud
2. Rereads part or all of story

1. Listen and read along

2. Name recognized similes from story

Guided Practice

1. Encourages class to come up with other
comparisons

2. Writes student similes on board
1. Orally students create other similes

1. Distribute Planning Sheets and Storyboards.
2. Direct students to complete planning sheets

and storyboards to create their own simile
story with a slide show.  Be sure to include
Title slide.

1. At desk, complete Planning Sheet and
Storyboards for simile story.

Prior to the Computer
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Resources:

1. Quick as a Cricket by A. Wood
2. Dr. Deborah Lowther’s planning sheets, storyboards and reflection sheets.
3. Dr. Susan Thompson’s course lessons

1. Direct and assist students with creating slide
show from storyboards.

1. Use storyboards to create slide show.  Type
simile sentences as written on storyboards.

2. Use clip art to enhance slide and reflect
simile.

After the Computer

1. Direct students to read story to a peer and to
the teacher.

2. Have students complete Reflection Sheet
about the activity.

1. Read story to peer.
2. Read story to teacher
3. Complete Reflection Sheet.

At the Computer

Quick as a Cricket – Continued
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Quick as a Cricket – Continued

ASSESSMENT
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Student Name: ________________________________________________

Lessons Learned: Reflecting on My Multimedia
Title of Slides/Stack: _____________________________________________________________________

Please complete the following:

1. What do you like the most about your stack?________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

2. How would you change your stack? ______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

3. What did you learn from creating this stack? Please do not list what you learned about HyperStudio or
    Powerpoint, but what you learned about your school subjects, such as math, reading, wiritng, etc.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

4. Was it helpful to create a multimedia presentation for this lesson? Please explain your answer.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Quick as a Cricket – Continued
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Peer Reviewer Name: __________________________________________________

Title of Slides/Stack: _____________________________________________________________________

Author: _______________________________________________________________________________

Please ! off each card as you evaluate it and provide comments when appropriate

Best Feature(s) of this multimedia: __________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Things that might improve this multimedia: ____________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Date Completed: ______________  Comments: _______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Multimedia Field Test Report

#draC
! stnemmoC

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.01

.11

.21

.31

.41

.51

.61

.71

.81

.91

.02

Quick as a Cricket – Continued
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Student Name: ________________________________________                    Grade Level: ____________

Multimedia Planning Sheet

Direction:

Complete this information before you develop your multimedia:

Title of Slide/Stack:  _____________________________________________________________________

Purpose of Slides/Stack: _________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Grade Level: __________________________________________________________________________

Resources needed to make this project:

Information Sources: ____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Graphics: ______________________ ______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

3. What did you learn from creating this stack? Please do not list what you learned about HyperStudio or
    Powerpoint, but what you learned about your school subjects, such as math, reading, wiritng, etc.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Audio: _______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Notes: _______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Quick as a Cricket – Continued
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Storyboards
Include in description any clip art ideas, sounds or transitions you want
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Quick as a Cricket – Continued

STUDENT’S EXAMPLE

Simlies Presentation Sample

I am asI am as  Quick as a CricketQuick as a Cricket

By Jill Harmon

Illustrated by Jill Harmon

My eyes are blue like the sky.My eyes are blue like the sky.

II’’m as calmm as calm  as the moonas the moon  in the sky at nightin the sky at night My heart is as warm as a fire.My heart is as warm as a fire.

My dreams are asMy dreams are as

big as mountains.big as mountains.

For all thatFor all that
was said, thiswas said, this

is me.is me.
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Sample Lesson Plans:
LANGUAGE ARTS

Idea Investigations for Short Stories

PLANNING

Topic: Language Arts

Time: 45 minutes for 2 days

Class: Grade 5-8

Content Standards addressed:

The Standards of Learning for Virginia Public Schools
Writing
6.6  The student will write narratives, descriptions, and explanations.
       a) Use a variety of planning strategies to generate and organize ideas.
       b) Select vocabulary and information to enhance the central idea, tone, and voice.
Located at:  http://www.pen.k12.va.us/VDOE/Superintendent/Sols/home.shtml

Technology Standards addressed:

Standard 3: Technology productivity tools: Students use technology productivity tools to collaboratively
construct completed products that represent quality work.

Materials:

1. Idea Investigations for Short Stories Planning Sheet
2. Digital Camera(s)
3. Computer
4. Microsoft Word

Objectives:           Bloom’s Taxonomy:  Assessment:

1. TLW use a digital camera to
capture images appropriate to be
used as the basis for a short
fictional story.

2. TLW use an outline generate and
organize ideas for a short fictional
story.

3. TLW select vocabulary and
information to enhance the central
idea, tone, and voice of a short
fictional story.

Comprehension, application

Knowledge, comprehension,
analysis

Synthesis

Idea Investigations for Short
Stories Rubric

Idea Investigations for Short
Stories Rubric

Idea Investigations for Short
Stories Rubric
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TEACHING

Introduction:

•  Begin the lesson with a brief discussion of fictional stories and generate a list of themes and key ideas
in favorite stories.

•  Share with students that today they are going to be “Idea Investigators” who are charged with the
following task: Capture four unique and interesting objects or scenes that will serve as the key ideas to
create short stories.  Each photo is to represent a separate idea rather than a series of linked
concepts.

•  The students will then be given a photo from each group and asked to individually write an outline from
which they will create a short fictional story based on the objects in the four photos.

Teacher Procedures:                         Student Procedures:

1. After the Introduction, place students into
groups of four.

2. Distribute digital cameras to each group, or
plan a rotation schedule if only one camera
is available (students should be familiar with
camera use).

3. Have groups compete the Idea
Investigations for Short Stories Planning
Sheet and plan where students can go to
take photos.

1. Student groups complete their Idea
Investigations for Short Stories Planning
Sheet by briefly describing possible photos
they may take.

2. Groups go on their “Idea Investigation” to
take photographs, letting each student
focus on one area.  Students should take
several pictures of the each subject.

3. Students download their four photos onto
the Teacher Workstation Computer.

Prior to the Computer

Idea Investigations for Short Stories – Continued

At the Computer

1. Randomly distribute the photos ensuring
that each group has one photo from the four
groups.

2. Direct the computer monitor from each
group to bring a disk to the Teacher
Workstation Computer and download his/
her group’s assigned photos.

3. Direct each student to load the photos in
his/her folder.

4. Monitor and assist as needed

1. The Group’s computer monitor copies their
group’s photos onto a disk.

2. The computer monitor then has the four
group members copy the photos to his/her
personal file.

3. Each student opens MS Word and inserts
the four photos into a document.

4. Each student uses the photos as a basis for
writing an outline of a short story.

5. Students use outline to write the story.
6. When the story is finished, students correct

any errors and print a copy.
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After the Computer

1. Place students in their groups and ask them
to pass their story to the person on the right
and quietly read the story.

2. Continue the process until students have
read all the stories in the group.

3. Give students 5 to 10 minutes to select the
story they enjoyed the most.

4. Have the students whose stories were
selected read them to the class.

5. Discuss how each story was different and
how writing is a way for individuals to
express their creativity.

1. While in their group, have students
exchange papers and read each of the four
stories.

2. They collectively select one to share with
the class. .

3. Students engage in class discussion about
the creative nature of writing.

Idea Investigations for Short Stories – Continued
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Idea Investigations for Short Stories – Continued

Idea Investigations for Short Stories Template

Group Members:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Brainstorm topics, subjects, and/or objects for photos that would provide good “Ideas” for
writing short stories:

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.01

.11

.21
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Idea Investigations for Short Stories – Continued

STUDENT’S EXAMPLE

Idea Investigations for Short Stories
Outline

Dan the Fan

  a.  Dan is a fan of:

         i. Baseball

         ii. His shiny red monster truck

        iii. Maria – a smart girl in his neighborhood

  b. Dan wants to impress Maria

         i. Asks her to a playoff baseball game

        ii. Brings her flowers before they go to the game

       iii. Takes her to the game in his truck

  c. a surprise ending

        i. the homerun baseball
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Dan
Group 2 – Photo 3

Dan’s Shiny Red Monster Truck
Group 1 – Photo 1

Flowers For Maria
Group 4 – Photo 2

Homerun Baseball
Group 3 – Photo 4

Idea Investigations for Short Stories – Continued

Dan the Fan
By Stephanie Good Performer

The Story ~
      Dan’s a friendly kind of guy that always has a smile on his face – especially when he is thinking about
baseball or his shiny red monster truck.  In fact, he is the biggest fan of baseball in his entire neighborhood.
Dan goes to every single game, wears the team jacket, and has baseball posters all over his room – or at
least over half of his room.  The other half is covered with monster trucks, which are all red.  So, I guess you
could say that Dan was not only a huge fan of baseball, but also a fan of shiny red monster trucks.  That was
all he thought about – until he saw Maria.
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Idea Investigations for Short Stories – Continued

         It happened on a bright sunny day when Maria was walking to the library and Dan was waiting at a
stoplight on his way to a baseball game.  She turned her head and looked directly at Dan with her big brown
eyes.  Immediately, his heart jumped inside his chest, as she was the most beautiful girl he had ever seen.
Yet, Dan was completely surprised that he had even looked at a girl – he loved baseball and trucks – not
females!  While at the baseball game, thoughts of Maria kept crossing his mind – even in the last inning.
What was he going to do now!  How can he really like baseball, trucks, and now a girl??  Especially since he
did not know who she was or where she lived.

         The next morning, Dan decided to relieve his thoughts of Maria by washing his shiny red monster
truck.  As he was polishing the chrome rims, he suddenly saw Maria’s face in the reflection.  She was
standing right behind him.  Once again, his heart nearly jumped out of his chest.  He slowly turned around
and she said, “Hi, I’m Maria.  We saw each other yesterday when I was going to the library.”  Dan nervously
looked away from her pretty face and started polishing the wheels as he said, “I’m Dan.”  He was to shy to
say anything else.  Maria, who had been doing her morning run, continued, “I love your truck!  In fact, I
recognized you because I remembered your truck.  This is my favorite model!”  Dan stopped polishing and
turned to once again look at the beautiful girl who actually liked monster trucks.  Before Dan could say
anything, Maria noticed the logo of his baseball team on the back window and asked if he was a fan.  By
now, Dan is in shock and replied, “Yeah, I am one of their biggest fans.  I never miss a game and have all
their posters in my room.  My greatest dream is catch a homerun ball.”  Maria quickly replied, “That is
amazing, I thought I was their biggest fan!  But, I’ve only seen one game.”  With a big smile, Dan responded,
“Games are for fans – why don’t you come with me to the next game.  It’s a playoff against their biggest
contender.”  So started Dan’s switch to being a fan of baseball, trucks, and now Maria.

          Dan really wanted to impress Maria, so, he tried to look his best and brought her some bright, fresh
flowers. These seemed to do the trick as Maria flashed a big smile and looked happily at Dan with her big
brown eyes when she greeted him at the door.  They happily climbed into his big red monster truck and
headed for the game.  Both chattered nonstop about the team and the upcoming playoff game.  When there,
they ate hot dogs, drank sodas, and yelled a lot.  Dan couldn’t believe how great the day was going.  During
the last inning, the bases were loaded, Dan’s favorite player was up and hit the ball directly toward Dan.  The
world was moving in slow motion as the ball drew closer and closer.  Dan’s heart was once again beating out
of his chest.  Closer and closer, his arms stretched nearly out of their sockets, striving to get the ball,
especially with Maria’s big brown eyes watching every move.  Unexpectedly, next to his hands, were two
petite hands into which the coveted ball slammed.  Maria clasped the magnificent catch closely to her face
and kissed the ball as she exclaimed, “I got it! I got it! I got it!”  Dan’s heart sunk.  As he looked at Maria
dancing happily, her brown eyes no longer looked lovely – he saw her as the one who kept him from his
greatest dream.  Thus, for now, Dan decided that he was happy just being a true fan of baseball and red,
shiny monster trucks.
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Technology Integration Ideas:
MATHEMATICS
Below are examples of activities and tools for teachers to integrate technology in the
Mathematics area.  Also included are the approprate national standards for each
activity from Principles and Standards for School Mathematics: Discussion Draft,
Copyright October 1998, by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
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Sample Lesson Plans:
MATHEMATICS

Shapes Shows

PLANNING

Topic: Geometric shapes

Time: 1 week (30 minutes - 1 hour each day)

Class: Grades 1-4

Content Standards addressed:

NCTM Standard for K-12: Analyze characteristics and properties of two- and three-dimensional geometric
shapes and develop mathematical arguments about geometric relationships.

Technology Standards addressed:

NETS Standard 3: Students use technology tools to enhance learning, increase productivity, and promote
creativity.

NETS Standard 4: Students use a variety of media and formats to communicate information and ideas
effectively to multiple audiences.
.

Materials:

1. Everyday examples of two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes
2. Digital camera(s)
3. Electronic presentation software

Objectives:           Bloom’s Taxonomy:  Assessment:

1. Identify two-dimensional and three
dimensional geometric shapes

2. Classify everyday objects as two
dimensional and three dimensional
shapes

Comprehension

Analysis

“Shapes” handout, electronic
presentation and rubric

“Shapes” handout, electronic
presentation and rubric
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TEACHING

Teacher Procedures:                         Student Procedures:

1. Review with students basic two-dimensional
shapes (e.g., square, rectangle, circle),
being sure to emphasize the unique
characteristics of each shape.  Feel free to
use manipulatives and everyday objects
from your classroom to illustrate the
shapes.

2. With photos or manipulatives, ask students
to identify characteristics of new two-
dimensional objects, including pentagon,
hexagon and octagon, basing their
conclusions off the characteristics of square
and rectangle.

3. Add three-dimensional objects, including
sphere, cylinder, cone and cube.
Emphasize the unique geometric
characteristics of these objects.  Teacher
may ask students for everyday examples,
such basketballs, ice cream cones, ice
cubes, etc.

4. Distribute to students the ‘Shapes’ handout.
Ask students to bring in examples from
home examples of each of the shapes.  The
teacher may also provide examples.

5. Following the ‘Shapes’ handout, direct
individual students to choose at least two
examples that match each of the shapes.
With a digital camera have students take
pictures of their examples.  Have students
write down on their ‘Shapes’ handout their
two examples in the spaces provided.
Note: Teacher/parents/aids may need to
assist with digital camera operations.
Because of the large memory in digital
cameras today, teachers may choose to
take a picture of each student before they
begin taking their shape pictures in order to
organize the photos.

1. Students answer as called upon to forward
review of two-dimensional shapes.

2. Students answer to identify characteristics
of new shapes.

3. Students may provide everyday examples.

4. Students bring in examples.

5. Following ‘Shapes’ handout student choose
sexamples of shapes, takes digital camera
pictures and writes down his/her specific
examples on handout in the space
provided.

Prior to the Computer

Shapes Shows – Continued
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1. In an electronic presentation program such
as Microsoft Powerpoint, direct students to
create slides of each shape following the
‘Shapes’ handout.

2. Direct students to import/insert photos of
each shape on the appropriate slides.

3. Print out slides with multiples per page
(such as handouts four-per-page in
Microsoft Powerpoint).

1. Using presentation program, students
create slideshow, using appropriate slide
layouts as necessary.

2. Students import/insert photos onto
appropriate slides.

3. Students print out slides.

At the Computer

After the Computer

1. Direct students to write a description of the
shapes in the students own words with the
photos.  Younger students may draw the
individual shapes in a space using ‘Shapes’
handout as reference.

1. Students write description of each shape on
printed slides.

.

Resources:

1. Miriam Gomez’s lesson plan at http://www.teachnet-lab.org/miami/2004/gomez2.htm
2. Microsoft Clip Art and Media at http://office.microsoft.com/clipart/
3. Adapted from Rose Sedely’s lesson at
    http://ali.apple.com/ali_sites/deli/exhibits/1000171/The_Lesson.html

Shapes Shows – Continued
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Assessment

Shapes Shows – Continued
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Shapes

Two-Dimentional (2D) Two-Dimentional (2D)

Circle Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Sphere Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Triangle Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Cube Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Square Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Cuboid Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Rectangle Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Cone Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Pentagon Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Pyramid Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Hexagon Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Cylinder Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Octagon Home Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________
Digital Camera Examples:
_____________________________
_____________________________

Shapes Shows – Continued
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Shapes Shows Presentation Sample

Shapes Show

By Lisa Brasher

2-dimensional Shapes

Circle

• No sides and the
distance from the
center is always
the same.

Triangle

• 3 sides

Square

• 4 sides and 4
corners

• All the sides have
to be the same size

• 4 right angles

Rectangle

• 4 sides

• The sides don’t
have to be the
same length

• 4 right angles

Shapes Shows – Continued

STUDENT’S EXAMPLE
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Shapes Shows Presentation Sample

Pentagon

• 5 sides

Hexagon

• 6 sides

Octagon

• 8 sides

3-Dimensional Shapes

Sphere

• A 3D circle

• The distance from
the middle to the
outside edge has
to be the same.

Cube

• 6 faces

• All the faces are
squares with right
angles

Shapes Shows – Continued
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Shapes Shows Presentation Sample

Rectangular Prism/Cuboid

• 6 faces

• Has rectangle
faces with right
angles

• Can have square
faces but not all
of them

Cone

• Has a circle on the
base and comes up
to a point

Pyramid

• Has a square for a
base and comes up
to a point

Cylinder

• Like a rectangular
prism but has 2
circles as bases,
can shape

Shapes Shows – Continued
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Sample Lesson Plans:
MATHEMATICS

Is Each Bag of M&Ms the Same?

PLANNING

Topic: Mathematics

Time: 45 minutes for 2 days

Class: Grades 5-8

Content Standards addressed:

WV Mathematics Standards
MA.6.5.1 - collect, organize, display, and read data using appropriate graphs and tables.
MA.6.1.6 - solve problems in context involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole
                 numbers, fractions, mixed numbers and decimals.
MA.6.1.9 - find the percent of a number.

Technology Standards addressed:

Standard 3: Technology productivity tools: Students use technology productivity tools to collaboratively
construct completed products that represent quality work.

Standard 5: Technology research tools: Students use technology tools to locate, evaluate, and collect
information from a variety of sources, process data, and report materials.

Materials:

1. One package of M&M chocolate candies per group
2. One Problem-Solving Sheet per group
3. One Spreadsheet Planning Sheet per group
4. Computer
5. Microsoft Excel
6. Microsoft Word
7. Pencil

Objectives:           Bloom’s Taxonomy:  Assessment:

1. TLW develop spreadsheet
formulas that correctly calculate
the required data

2. TLW create meaningful
spreadsheet graphs

3. TLW interpret data with regard to
the given problem

4. TLW summarize conclusions in a
data-supported report

Comprehension

Knowledge, comprehension,

Analysis

Synthesis, evaluation

Spreadsheet Rubric

Spreadsheet Rubric

Report Rubric

Report Rubric
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TEACHING

Introduction:

Begin the lesson by introducing the following problem to the whole class and briefly discussing the need
for quality control teams, how quality control teams collect and use data to make decisions, and how they
use software tools like spreadsheets to support their work.

You are a Quality Control Engineer for Mars ® Incorporated, which manufactures
m&m candies.  Mars has Quality Control Engineers for three areas: taste, packaging,
and contents.  You are on the team for contents.  You and your team must inspect a
random sample of m&m packages to determine if the contents are of high quality with regard to
matching the published color distribution.  These percentages are located at the following site:  http://
us.mms.com/us/about/products/milkchocolate/

Your team is to summarize the results of your study in a brief report to the Vice President of Quality
Control. She expects data to be displayed in the report.

Teacher Procedures:                         Student Procedures:

1. Distribute one Problem-Solving Worksheet
to each group and ask them to complete
each step

2. Provide time for student groups to ask
questions

3. Give each group one Spreadsheet Planning
Sheet and them to collaboratively plan the
spreadsheet layout by adding column and
row names for the collected data (e.g.,
number of candies in each color for the 5
bags of candies) – and – writing the needed
formulas (overall percent of red candies in
the 5 bags).

4. Use digital projector or a white board to
create a consistent spreadsheet layout.
Begin by having one group share their
design, then modify as needed.

5. Repeat the above procedure to ensure all
students use the correct formula.

6. Student groups open their bag of m&m’s
and record the number of candies by color
on their group’s modified Spreadsheet
Planning Sheets and on the class
spreadsheet just created.

Each student group completes the following:

1. Complete the Problem-Solving Worksheet
2. Complete Spreadsheet Planning Sheet
3. Collect data by counting and recording the

number of candies by color on your group’s
planning sheet and on the class
spreadsheet.

4. Draft a report that uses a chart and a
descriptive summary to present the results.

Prior to the Computer

Is Each Bag of M&Ms the Same? – Continued
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1. Model creating setting up a spreadsheet (if
needed)

2. Model creating a chart/graph (if needed)
3. Model inserting an Excel chart into a Word

document (if needed)

1. Each group sets up spreadsheet according
to the layout chosen by the class – including
adding formulas

2. Each group enters data from their planning
sheets and class data in the appropriate
columns

3. Use formulas to calculate results
4. Go to this URL to obtain M&M’s data

http://us.mms.com/us/about/products/
milkchocolate/

5. Enter the data into the spreadsheet
6. Create a chart/graph showing the class data

vs. M&M’s data
7. After interpreting the data, create a data-

supported report presenting the results

At the Computer

After the Computer

1. Ask student to interpret the data on the
charts and graphs and draft a brief report to
the Vice President.

1. Read and interpret graphs
2. Share reports with class.

Resources:

1. Kentucky Curriculum Standards
2. NETS for Students
    Microsoft Excel application
3. Microsoft Word application
4. M&M website
5. Rubistar (http://rubistar.4teachers.org/index.php)

Is Each Bag of M&Ms the Same? – Continued
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Assessment
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Probelm-Solving  Worksheet Template

Group Members: Date: ____________________________________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

Directions: Use the following chart to plan how your group will approach this probelm-solving task

tnenopmoC noitcAtnedutS

melborpehtenifeD .melborpehtsenifedylraelctahttnemetatsaetirW
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

ehttuobawonkewodtahW
?melborp

stcafsadetatssaeditsiL
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

otwonkotdeenewodtahW
?melborpehtevlos

.snoitseuqsatsiL
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

tcellocotdeenewodatadtahW
?melborpehtevlosot

.tcellocotwohetacidnidnastnemetatsnoitcasaetirW
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

?atadehtetalupinamewodwoH .noitulosapolevedotdetalupinameblliwatadehtwohebircseD
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

elbissopemoseratahW
?snoitulos

.noitalupinamatadehtfostlusernodesaberatahtsnoitulostsiL
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

ebnoituloshcaelliwwoH
?detaulave

.noitulostsebehttcelesotdesueblliwtahtairetirctsiL
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

ebnoitulostsebehtlliwwoH
?detceles

.hcaefosnoitacilpmiehtyfitnedidnanoituloshcaeredisnoC
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

ebsgnidnifehtlliwwoH
?detneserp

.dehsilbupeblliwstluserehtwohebircseD
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Morrison & Lowther (2002)

Is Each Bag of M&Ms the Same? – Continued
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Spreadsheet Planning Template

Use this template to design the spreadsheet needed to solve the problem

A B C D E F G H

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

01

11

21

Formulas needed to solve this problem
Use the space below to plan each formula nedded to solve the problem.

e.g., Name: Total red candies in all bags
        Formula= B2+C2+D2+E2+F2
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________

Formula = __________________________________________________________________________

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________

Formula = __________________________________________________________________________

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________

Formula = __________________________________________________________________________

Name: _____________________________________________________________________________

Formula = __________________________________________________________________________

Is Each Bag of M&Ms the Same? – Continued
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Class Data Sample

Class Data with Formulas Sample

COLOR Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3 Bag 4 Bag 5 Total Team % M&M®% Difference

Brown 16 17 13 11 12 =SUM(B2:F2) =G2/274 0.13 =I2-H2

Blue 11 8 12 8 9 =SUM(B3:F3) =G3/274 0.24 =I3-H3

Orange 7 10 8 9 12 =SUM(B4:F4) =G4/274 0.2 =I4-H4

Green 9 7 9 12 8 =SUM(B5:F5) =G5/274 0.16 =I5-H5

Red 8 11 9 8 5 =SUM(B6:F6) =G6/274 0.13 =I6-H6

Yellow 4 3 5 6 7 =SUM(B7:F7) =G7/274 0.14 =I7-H7

TOTAL =SUM(B2:B7) =SUM(C2:C7) =SUM(D2:D7) =SUM(E2:E7) =SUM(F2:F7) =SUM(B8:F8) =G8/274 =SUM(I2:I7) =I8-H8

Is Each Bag of M&Ms the Same? – Continued
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Sample Report

MARS Inc.®

Division of M&M® Candies

Quality Control Report for Milk Chocolate M&M® Candies
Specific Topic: Color Distribution

Purpose of the Study:

The quality control team for contents recently conducted a study to see if random samples of milk
chocolate M&M’s® contained colors similar to the percentages that MARS Inc.® publishes on their web
site.

Procedure:

The study involved examining the contents of 5 bags of m ilk chocolate M&M’s®  candies to determine the
number of candies per color found in each bag.  From these numbers we then determined an overall
percent of candies per color for the five bags. These percentages were then compared with the published
color distribution for this candy.

Results

The results of the study are seen in the following Table 1 and Figure 1.  As can be seen, the percent of
green candies only differed by 0.4% from that published on the web and there was only 2.0% difference
for red and 3.2% for orange.  The greatest difference was for the brown candies.  The bags of candies
examined by our Team had 25.2% brown candies as compared to the 13.0% reported by MARS Inc.®

Table 1.  Team vs. M&M®: Percent of Colors per Bag

COLOR Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3 Bag 4 Bag 5 Total Team % M&M® % Difference

Brown 16 17 13 11 12 69 25.2% 13.0% -12.2%

Blue 11 8 12 8 9 48 17.5% 24.0% 6.5%

Orange 7 10 8 9 12 46 16.8% 20.0% 3.2%

Green 9 7 9 12 8 45 16.4% 16.0% -0.4%

Red 8 11 9 8 5 41 15.0% 13.0% -2.0%

Yellow 4 3 5 6 7 25 9.1% 14.0% 4.9%

TOTAL 55 56 56 54 53 274 100.0% 100.0% 0.0%

Is Each Bag of M&Ms the Same? – Continued
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Team% vs M&M®%
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M&M® % 13.0% 24.0% 20.0% 16.0% 13.0% 14.0%

Brown Blue Orange Green Red Yellow

Figure 1.  Overall Percent of Color per bag by Team vs. M&M®

Discussion

The results of this study show that MARS Inc.® is doing a fairly good job of maintaining the percent of
green, red, and orange candies per bag.    There was less consistency with regard to the yellow (4.9%
difference) and blue (6.5% difference), and even greater differences seen for the brown candies (-12.2%).

Recommendations

The Quality Control Team for Contents recommends that MARS Inc.® conduct further research to
determine why the color distribution varies from the published numbers by over 10% for the brown
candies and almost 10% for the blue.  It also recommends conducting a customer survey to find out
which colors most people would like to have when they buy M&M® milk chocolate candies.  The survey
results could be used to set the new percent of colors per bag.

Is Each Bag of M&Ms the Same? – Continued
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Technology Integration Ideas:
SCIENCE
Below are examples of activities and tools for teachers to integrate technology in the
Science area.  Also included are the approprate national standards for each activity
from National Science Education Standards. Copyright 1996 by the National
Academy of Sciences, courtesy of the National Academy Press, Washington, D.C.

seitivitcA slooT sdradnatSaerAtnetnoClanoitaNelpmaS

ninoitatipicerpylraeyegarevatolP
.sraey05tsapehtrofytnuocruoy steehsdaerpS sevitcepsreplaicosdnalanosrepecneicS

stnemnorivnedna,secruoser,snoitalupoP-

gniruddelevartselimerapmoC
.sdribtnereffid01rofnoitargim steehsdaerpS ecneicSefiL

smetsysocednasnoitalupoP-

.sv.S.UforebmunehterapmoC
ekauqhtraeylraeynaisA

.sraey05tsapehtrofsecnerrucco
steehsdaerpS ecneicsecapsdnahtraE

metsyshtraeehtfoerutcurtS-

niragusfosmargerapmoC
.slaerectsafkaerb steehsdaerpS -sevitcepsreplaicosdnalanosrepniecneicS

htlaehlanosrep

rehtehwetartsnomedotatadesU
noitcetorplatnemnorivneehttonro

.gnikrowerastroffe
steehsdaerpS sevitcepsreplaicosdnalanosrepniecneicS

stnemnorivnedna,secruoser,snoitalupoP-

-smsinagrofosmetsysevitsegiD
.slammamotairetcabmorf sesabataD ecneicSefiL

smetsysgnivilninoitcnufdnaerutcurtS-

fosehcaorppalatnemirepxE
,nosidE,.g.e,tsitneicssuomaf

.lleB,ttaW
sesabataD

ecneicsfoerutaN
ehtotdetubirtnocevahslaudividniynaM-

ecneicsfosnoitidart

.scitsiretcarahcruasoniD sesabataD metsysocednanoitalupoP-ecneicsefiL
yrotsihs'htraE-ecneicsecapsdnahtraE

.stnedutsfostiartciteneG sesabataD ecneicsefiL
ytiderehdnanoitcudorpeR-

.doofnommocfostneirtuN sesabataD ecneicsefiL
metsysgnivilninoitazinagrodna,ygrene,rettaM-

snaecO:tsartnoCro/dnaerapmoC
.saeS.sv spaMtpecnoC ecneicsecapsdnahtraE

metsyshtraeehtfoerutcurtS-

tnalP:tsartnoCro/dnaerapmoC
.slleclaminA.svsllec spaMtpecnoC lleceht-ecneicsefiL

.tnalPotdeeS:eniLemiTaetaerC spaMtpecnoC smsinagrofoselcycefiL-ecneicsefiL
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seitivitcA slooT sdradnatSaerAtnetnoClanoitaNelpmaS

otthgilnuS:eniLemiTaetaerC
.dooF spaMtpecnoC metsysocednanoitalupoP-ecneicsefiL

ecapS:eniLemiTaetaerC
.margorP spaMtpecnoC ecneicsecapsdnahtraE

metsysralosehtnihtraE-

llaFdnaesiR:eniLemiTaetaerC
.sruasoniDfo spaMtpecnoC yrotsihs'htraE-ecneicsecapsdnahtraE

snosaeSruoF:saedIniaMtolP spaMtpecnoC sevitcepsreplaicosdnalanosrepniecneicS
stnemnorivnedna,secruoser,snoitalupoP-

retfadnaerofebehtetartsnomeD
.snoitcaerlacimehcyekfo snoitatneserP noitcaerlacimehC-ecneicslacisyhP

neewtebecnereffidehtetartsullI
.ygrenelacimehc.svlacirtcele snoitatneserP ygreneforefsnarT-ecneicslacisyhP

ehtotedirrotavelelautrivaetaerC
.retnecs'htraE snoitatneserP ecneicsecapsdnahtraE

metsyshtraeehtfoerutcurtS-

.sniartiyhwnialpxE snoitatneserP ecneicsecapsdnahtraE
yksdnahtraenisegnahC-

'stcesnifoelorehterapmoC
.sesnesevif'snamuhotsannetna snoitatneserP ecneicSefiL

smetsysgnivilninoitcnufdnaerutcurtS-

dnaecneicS-stnevEtnerruC
ygolonhceT sresworBbeW sevitcepsreplaicosdnalanosrepniecneicS

yteicosniygolonhcetdnaecneicS-

roseiranoitciDenilnO
.saidepolcycnE sresworBbeW

yriuqnisaecneicS
,snoitciderp,snoitanalpxe,snoitpircsedpoleveD-

.snoitanalpxednaecnedivegnisusledomdna

,gnihparg,.g.e-srotaluclacenilnO
.snoitaluclactseretni sresworBbeW

yriuqnisaecneicS
cifitneicsfostcepsallaniscitamehtamesU-

.yriuqni

lautrivahtiwnooMehterolpxE
.ytilaer sresworBbeW yksehtnistcejbO-ecneicsecapsdnahtraE

.stnedutsrehtohtiwetacinummoC noitacinummoC
slooT

:rovaednenamuhasaecneicS
cinhtednalaicossuoiravfonemdnanemoW-

,ecneicsfoseitivitcaehtniegagnesdnuorgkcab
.sdleifdetalerdna,gnireenigne

,srehcraeserhtiwetacinummoC
.srotcodrostsitneics

noitacinummoC
slooT

:ygolonhcetdnaecneicstuobagnidnatsrednU
evahserutluctnereffidnielpoeptnereffidynaM-

otsnoitubirtnocekamoteunitnocdnaedam
.ygolonhcetdnaecneics

Technology Integration Ideas: SCIENCE – Continued
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Sample Lesson Plans:
SCIENCE

Do Birds Eat Three Times a Day?

PLANNING

Topic: Science

Time: 15 minutes for 5 days, 1 hour on the final day

Class: Grades 3-8, Science

Content Standards addressed:

Memphis City Schools Science Standard #1:Students should be able to solve real-world problems
through scientific inquiry methods (questioning, predicting, experimenting, collecting and displaying
information, and drawing valid conclusions), using appropriate technology to communicate ideas and
solutions effectively.

Memphis City Schools Science Standard #3: Students should be able to use knowledge of the
similarities, differences and interdependence of living things to analyze and assess events and actions
that impact life on Earth.

Technology Standards addressed:

Standard 3: Technology productivity tools: Students use technology productivity tools to collaboratively
construct completed products that represent quality work.

Standard 5: Technology research tools: Students use technology tools to locate, evaluate, and collect
information from a variety of sources, process data, and report materials.

Materials:

1. ZooCam webpage (http://zoocam.memphis.edu)
2. Data Gathering sheet
3. Computer
4. Microsoft Excel program
5. pencil

Objectives:       Bloom’s Taxonomy:    Assessment:

1. TLW develop a hypothesis       Comprehension    Class Hypothesis
2. TLW collect observational       Knowledge, comprehension    Data Gathering sheet
     data on animals.
3.  TLW depict observational       Application    Excel graph
     data using graphs.
4.  TLW interpret observational       Analysis    Lab Report
     data with respect to hypothesis.
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TEACHING

Introduction:
As a whole group, begin by asking the students how many times a day they eat?  Ask the students about
other animals’ (bears, dolphins, lizards, etc.) eating habits.

Teacher Procedures:                         Student Procedures:

Resources:

1. ZooCam website (http://zoocam.memphis.edu)
2. Memphis City Schools TLA website
    (http://www.memphis-schools.k12.tn.us/admin/tlapages/academyhome.html)
3. Microsoft Excel application
4. Rubistar (http://rubistar.4teachers.org/index.php)

1. Based on the initial discussion, help the
class develop a hypothesis about birds’
eating habits.

2. Distribute and discuss instructions for data
gathering chart.

1. Develop and record a hypothesis of birds’
eating habits.

2. Review data gathering sheet.

1. Direct students to the zoocam website at
the appropriate times (morning, noon,
afternoon) each day for 5 minutes.

2. Model building a chart in Excel.
3. Model creating graphs from charts in Excel.

1. Go to the zoocam website
2. Make observations and record data on Data

Gathering Sheet for allotted time
3. Build Excel chart with recorded data
4. Create graphs based on data in Excel chart.

Prior to the Computer

At the Computer

After the Computer

1. Ask student to interpret the data on the
charts and graphs.

2. Ask student to compare finding to the
original hypothesis.

1. Read and interpret graphs
2. In a Lab Report, discuss results and

compare findings to the hypothesis.  Draw
conclusions about the data, such as
reliability of the data and any limitations of
the methods.

Do Birds Eat Three Times a Day? – Continued
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LAB REPORT

AIRETIRC 4 3 2 1

melborP
tnemetatS

ehtrobalehtfoesoprupehT
gnirudderewsnaebotnoitseuq

dnadeifitnediylraelcsibaleht
.detats

ehtrobalehtfoesoprupehT
gnirudderewsnaebotnoitseuq
detatssitub,deifitnedisibaleht
.rennamraelcnutahwemosani

ehtrobalehtfoesoprupehT
derewsnaebotnoitseuq
yllaitrapsibalehtgnirud

anidetatssidna,deifitnedi
.rennamraelcnutahwemos

robalehtfoesoprupehT
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The Lab report should include:
1. Title                           2. Statement of Problem
3. Hypothesis                4. Experimental Design
5. Data & Results          6. Analysis & Conclusion

Do Birds Eat Three Times a Day? – Continued
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Student Lab Report Template

 Title:

 Statement of Problem:

 Hypothesis:

 Analysis & Conclusion:

 Experimental Design:

 Data & Results:

Do Birds Eat Three Times a Day? – Continued
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Birds Information Sheet

Use the following table as a reference to the birds that you will be observing today.

                                   Type of Birds                                                           Picture of Bird

Lorkeets (LK) is the green bird with a red head

Paradise Whydah (PW) is the black bird with

 a long, black tail

Saffron Finch (SF) is the small yellow bird

Do Birds Eat Three Times a Day? – Continued
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Sample Data Analysis

All LK PW SF All LK PW SF All LK PW SF

Day1 7 2 1 1 6 1 1 0 5 1 0 1

Day2 6 2 0 1 3 1 0 1 4 1 0 0

Day3 5 2 0 1 5 1 0 1 5 2 0 0

Day4 6 2 0 1 5 1 1 1 5 2 0 0

Day5 6 2 0 1 4 2 0 1 5 1 1 1

Average 6 2 0.2 1 4.6 1.2 0.4 0.8 4.8 1.4 0.2 0.4

9:00 AM 12:00 PM 3:00 PM

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

All LK PW SF All LK PW SF All LK PW SF

9:00 AM 12:00 PM 3:00 PM

Day1

Day2

Day3

Day4

Day5

Do Birds Eat Three Times a Day? – Continued
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Sample Student Lab Report

 Title:      Do birds eat three times a day?

 Statement of Problem:

    The purpose of this experiment is to see if birds in the zoo eat three times a day like human.

 Hypothesis:

      Birds in the zoo will eat three times a day.

 Analysis & Conclusion:

According to the result, most birds are observed to eat three times a day. However, Paradise
Whydah rarely ate at the observing time.   The interesting finding is that the average number of
eating birds in the morning is 6 which is the highest number. In contrast, the numbers of birds
eating in the noon is 4.6 and the one in the evening is 4.8.
In conclusion, this finding supports the hypothesis, but a certain type of bird did not show the
pattern. We are not sure if the bird, Paradise Whydah, was sick or the bird has a different eating
habit. In addition, we can conclude that birds eat more in the morning than other times.

 Experimental Design:

Observing object – birds – all birds and specific birds – Lorikeets, Paradise
                           Whydah, Saffron Finch.
What should be observed – the number of times for eating
Observation time – three times a day - 9:00 a.m., 12:00 p.m., 5:00 p.m.
Period of Observation – Five days

 Data & Results:

       Refer to attached data gathering table and graph.

Do Birds Eat Three Times a Day? – Continued
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Sample Lesson Plans:
SCIENCE

Our Changing Earth

PLANNING

Topic: Plate Tectonics

Time: 45 minutes

Class: 5-8th grade Science

Science Standards addressed:
Science Standard #4: Students should be able to use knowledge of the Earth and other bodies in the
universe to predict and explain natural occurrences, especially those that affect life on Earth.

Technology Standards addressed:
Standard 3: Technology productivity tools: Students use technology productivity tools to collaboratively
construct completed products that represent quality work.

Standard 4: Technology communication tools: Students use technology communication tools to
communicate information and ideas effectively to multiple audiences.

Standard 5: Technology research tools: Students use technology tools to locate, evaluate, and collect
information from a variety of sources, process data and report results.

Materials:
1. Plate Tectonics video clips
2. Inspiration/Kidspiration
3. Textbook & other resources on plate tectonics

Objectives:        Bloom’s Taxonomy:                 Assessment:
1. Describe plate tectonics        Comprehension                         Concept map
2. Describe convergent, divergent     Comprehension                         Concept map, teacher questioning
    and transform shifts occur
3. Hypothesize future plate shifts.      Analysis/Synthesis                    Teacher questioning
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TEACHING

Introduction:

Use Intro plate tectonic video to stimulate student thinking about natural disasters and what causes these
events around them.

Teacher Procedures:                                            Student Procedures:

Resources:

1.http://www.edHelper.com for plate tectonics information
2.United Streaming video clips from http://www.unitedstreaming.com

1. Show Intro plate tectonic video
    (See resources below).

1. Watch Intro video

2. Introduce students to concept mapping
using Inspiration/Kidspiration.  Have
students brainstorm and then link their initial
thinking about continental drift and plate
tectonics.

3. Distribute plate tectonics reading passage
   (See resouces below).
4. Show Review video clip on plate tectonics
    (See resources below).
5. Provide students opportunity to ask

questions about video and reading.
6. Have students revise initial concept map

based on new information.

2. Use Inspiration/Kidspiration to build and
initial concept map representing their
current thinking about plate tectonics,
natural disasters and continental drift.

3. Read passage.
4. View Review video clip.
5. Ask supplemental questions as necessary.
6. Revise initial concept map to reflect new

knowledge.

Prior to the Computer

At the Computer

After the Computer

7. With whole group, question students about
future plate shifts and possible future
natural disasters, including where they are
most likely to occur (See resources below)

7. Provide answers to teacher as called upon.

Our Changing Earth – Continued
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ASSESSMENT
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Plate Tectonics Handout and Video Clip

Our Changing Earth – Continued

Video Clip - “Our Changing Earth”

from http://www.unitedstreaming.com

Plate Tectonics Story

from
http://www.edhelper.com/ReadingComprehension_24_81.html

Plate Tectonics Worksheet

from
http://www.edhelper.com/ReadingComprehension_24_81.html
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Our Changing Earth – Continued
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Our Changing Earth – Continued

Sample Concept Map

caused by shifting and 
colliding plates

Plates come together

Plates move apart.

super continent - 
existed before plates 
shifted-225 million yrs 

ago.

Plate 
Tectonics

volcano

continental 
drift

earthquakes 

convergent 
boundary

divergent 
boundary

rift valley

transform 
boundary

pangea

mid ocean 
ridge
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Technology Integration Ideas:
SOCIAL STUDIES
Below are examples of activities and tools for teachers to integrate technology in the
Social Studies area.  Also included are the approprate national standards for each
activity from Expectations of Excellence — Curriculum Standards for Social Studies
published by National Council for the Social Studies, 1994, pp. 33-45
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Technology Integration Ideas: SOCIAL STUDIES – Continued
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Sample Lesson Plans:
SOCIAL STUDIES

Get the Sense of the Census!

PLANNING

Topic: Population

Time: 45 minutes for 2 days

Class: Grades 5-8, Social Studies & Match

Content Standards addressed:

Memphis City School Social Studies Standard #3: Students should be able to analyze the impact of
location and the interactions between the environment and people across continents.

Memphis City School Social Studies Standard #4: Students should be able to predict world conditions,
based on a knowledge of past and present social, political, and economic conditions.

Technology Standards addressed:

Standard 3: Technology productivity tools: Students use technology productivity tools to collaboratively
construct completed products that represent quality work.

Standard 5: Technology research tools:  Students use technology tools to locate, evaluate, and collect
information from a variety of sources, process data, and report results.

Materials:

1. Census Information
2. Data Collection Chart
3. Computer
4. Microsoft Excel

Objectives: Bloom’s Taxonomy: Assessment:

1.  Collect, interpret, and Knowledge, Comprehension Census Data Worksheet
     record Census data
2.  Depict Census data Application Census Data Worksheet,
     using tables and graphs Spreadsheet Chart and

Table
3.  Compare Census data Analysis Interpreting Your Graphs
     for the US, Tennessee, and Table Workdsheet,
     and Shelby County. Whole Class Discussion
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TEACHING

Introduction:

Ask the students what a census is.  Ask the students why a census is conducted. Take a census of the
students in the class and record the information.

Teacher Procedures:                         Student Procedures:

Resources:

1. U.S. Census Bureau Website (http://quickfacts.census.gov)
2. Memphis City Schools TLA website
    (http://www.memphis-schools.k12.tn.us/admin/tlapages/academyhome.html)

1. Distribute & discuss the Data Collection
 chart

2. Show students how to convert percentages
 to whole numbers.

1. Review & discuss the Data Collection chart
2. Develop a formula for converting

 percentages to whole numbers.

1. Use the calculator to model converting a
percentage to a whole number.

2. Display excel worksheet and guide students
to create a Data Comparison table.

3. Model turning table information into a graph.

1. Convert percentages to whole numbers.
2. Develop a Data Comparison table.
3. Graph census information for US,

 Tennessee, and Shelby County.

Prior to the Computer

At the Computer

After the Computer

1. Ask students to make comparisons using
tables and graphs.

2. Discuss results and methods.

1. Compare information on tables and graphs,
and complete interpreting your graphs and
table worksheet

2. Discuss results and methods.

Get the Sense of the Census– Continued
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Get the Sense of the Census– Continued

Assessment
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Get the Sense of the Census– Continued

Census Information for U.S.A. and Tennessee

from http://quickfacts.census.gov
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Get the Sense of the Census– Continued

Census Information for Tennessee and Shelby County

from http://quickfacts.census.gov
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Get the Sense of the Census– Continued

C-4:

C-5:

C-6:

C-7:

C-8:

C-9:

C-10:

C-11:

C-12:

E-4:

E-5:

E-6:

E-7:

E-8:

E-9:

E-10:

E-11:

E-12:

G-4:

G-5:

G-6:

G-7:

G-8:

G-9:

G-10:

G-11:

G-12:

Data Comparison Table  Worksheet Template

Write down the formula to get the answer for each column.

A B C D E F G

1 0002susneC SU eessenneT .oCyblehS

2 noitalupoP 609,124,182 382,986,5 274,798

3 yticinhtE egatnecreP rebmuN egatnecreP rebmuN egatnecreP rebmuN

4 etihW %1.57 4-C %2.08 4-E %3.74 4-G

5 naciremA-nacirfA %3.21 5-C %4.61 5-E %6.84 5-G

6 naidnInaciremA %9.0 6-C %3.0 6-E %2.0 6-G

7 naciremA-naisA %6.3 7-C %0.1 7-E %6.1 7-G

8 rednalsIcificaP/naiiawaH %1.0 8-C %0.0 8-E %0.0 8-G

9 ecarrehtO %5.5 9-C %0.1 9-E %2.1 9-G

01 eromrosecar2 %4.2 01-C %1.1 01-E %0.1 01-G

11 onitaL/cinapsiH %5.21 11-C %2.2 11-E %6.2 11-G

21 LATOT 21-C LATOT 21-E LATOT 21-G
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Interpreting Your Graphs and Table Worksheet Template

1. How do the percentage of White, African American and Hispanic differ in the U.S.A., Tennessee, and
Shelby Co.?

2. What are the possible reasons for the difference above?

3. When summed up, the percentage column results are higher than 100%. What are the possible causes of
this discrepancy?
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Get the Sense of the Census– Continued

Data Comparison Table  and Chart Sample

Census2000

Population

Ethnicity Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage Number

White 75.10% 211,347,851 80.2% 4,562,805 47.3% 424,504

African-American 12.3% 34,614,894 16.4% 933,042 48.6% 436,171

American Indian 0.9% 2,532,797 0.3% 17,068 0.2% 1,795

Asian-American 3.6% 10,131,189 1.0% 56,893 1.6% 14,360

Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 0.1% 281,422 0.0% 0 0.0% 0

Other race 5.5% 15,478,205 1.0% 56,893 1.2% 10,770

2 races or more 2.4% 6,754,126 1.1% 62,582 1.0% 8,975

Hispanic/Latino 12.5% 35,177,738 2.2% 125,164 2.6% 23,334

112.40% 316,318,222 102.20% 5,814,447 102.50% 919,909

Census2000 US

White 75.10%

African-American 12.3%

American Indian 0.9%

Asian-American 3.6%

Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 0.1%

Other race 5.5%

2 races or more 2.4%

Hispanic/Latino 12.5%

Shelby Co.

897,472281,421,906 5,689,283

US Tennessee

U.S.A.

12.3%

0.9%

3.6%

0.1%

5.5%
2.4%

12.5%

75.10%

White

African-American

American Indian

Asian-American

Hawaiian/Pacific
Islander

Other race

2 races or more

Hispanic/Latino

STUDENT’S EXAMPLE
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Get the Sense of the Census– Continued

Data Comparison Table  and Chart Sample

Census2000 Tennessee

White 80.2%

African-American 16.4%

American Indian 0.3%

Asian-American 1.0%

Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 0.0%

Other race 1.0%

2 races or more 1.1%

Hispanic/Latino 2.2%

Census2000 Shelby Co.

White 47.3%

African-American 48.6%

American Indian 0.2%

Asian-American 1.6%

Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 0.0%

Other race 1.2%

2 races or more 1.0%

Hispanic/Latino 2.6%

Tennessee

80.2%

16.4%

0.3%

1.0%

0.0%

1.0%

1.1%

2.2%

White

African-America

American Indian

Asian-American

Hawaiian/Pacific
Islander
Other race

2 races or more

Hispanic/Latino

Shelby Co.

48.6%

0.2%

1.6%

0.0%

1.2%

1.0%

2.6%

47.3%

White

African-American

American Indian

Asian-American

Hawaiian/Pacific
Islander
Other race

2 races or more

Hispanic/Latino
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Sample Interpreting Your Graphs and Table

1. How do the percentage of White, African American and Hispanic differ in the U.S.A., Tennessee, and
Shelby Co.?

There are more white people in the United States, TN and Shelby County than other races. There
are at least five times more White people than African-American or Hispanics in US and TN.
However, Whites and African-Americans are at almost the same percentage in Shelby County.
There are more African Americans than Hispanics in the U.S., TN and Shelby County. A higher %
African Americans and Hispanics live in Shelby County than the state of Tennessee, but there is a
lower % of White’s in Shelby County compared to the rest of TN.

2. What are the possible reasons for the difference above?

More minorities live in or around urban areas. Shelby County has a big city in the middle of it;
Memphis. There are more African-Americans in Memphis. That is why there is a higher percentage
of minorities in Shelby than TN. There is a smaller percentage of Hispanics in TN because TN is
far away from South America where most Hispanics live.

3. When summed up, the percentage column results are higher than 100%. What are the possible causes of
this discrepancy?

Maybe some people are more than one race. So when they are filling out the census survey, they
would mark more than one bubble. For example if a person had Hispanic and White heritage they
would maybe mark both ethnicities. That makes two ethnicities for one person then making a
percentage higher than 100%. Or may be the census people just rounded the numbers up because
it’s easier to count that way.
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Sample Lesson Plans:
SOCIAL STUDIES

Picture the Preamble

PLANNING

Topic: Social Studies

Time: 45 minutes for 2 days

Class: Grades 4-6

Content Standards addressed:

National Center for History in the Schools

STANDARD 2.I: The student comprehends a variety of historical sources; therefore the student is able to:
Draw upon the visual, literary, and musical sources including: (a) photographs, paintings, cartoons,
and architectural drawings; (b) novels, poetry, and plays; and, (c) folk, popular and classical music, to
clarify, illustrate, or elaborate upon information presented in the historical narrative.

http://nchs.ucla.edu/standards/thinking5-12-2.html

Technology Standards addressed:

Standard 3: Technology productivity tools: Students use technology productivity tools to
collaboratively construct completed products that represent quality work.

Standard 5: Technology research tools: Students use technology tools to locate, evaluate, and
collect information from a variety of sources, process data, and report materials.
http://cnets.iste.org/students/s_stands.html

Materials:

1. Preamble Planning Sheet
2. Dictionary
3. Computer
4. Microsoft Word
5. Internet Access to:
     a. Online Preamble http://www.law.cornell.edu/constitution/constitution.preamble.html
     b. MS Clipart Gallery http://office.microsoft.com/clipart/default.aspx?lc=en-us
6. Pencil
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Objectives:           Bloom’s Taxonomy:  Assessment:
1. TLW select graphic images that

represent each phrase of the
Preamble to the US Constitution.

2. TLW support the decision for
selecting each graphic with a
written rationale.

3. TLW write one or two paragraphs
that demonstrates a clear
understanding of the Preamble
and what it means to her/him

Comprehension

Knowledge, comprehension,
analysis

Synthesis

Preamble Rubric

Preamble Rubric

Preamble Rubric

TEACHING

Introduction:

•  Begin by displaying the Preamble to the Constitution of the United States on a large screen display,
overhead, or whiteboard.

•  Provide some brief background information about its purpose, authors, and when it was written.
•  Give students a few minutes to silently read the Preamble; then have the class orally read the

Preamble together.
•  Follow this with a brief discussion pointing out that the Preamble may be a little difficult to understand

because it is a fairly long and complex sentence.
•  However, for the next two days, the students will be using pictures and images to make the Preamble

easier to understand.

Teacher Procedures:                         Student Procedures:

1. After the Introduction, distribute the
Preamble Planning Sheets and dictionaries
to students and ask them to briefly describe
a possible picture or image that would
illustrate each Preamble phrase and list key
search words.

1. Students complete their Preamble Planning
Sheet by briefly describing a picture or
image for each Preamble phrase, using the
dictionary when needed.

2. They then list two or three key words they
can use to search for the images.

Prior to the Computer

Picture the Preamble - Continued
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1. Have students open both MS Word and an
Internet browser

2. Direct students to the Preamble website.
3. Direct students to the MS Clipart Gallery

website
4. Monitor and assist as needed

1. Open MS Word and an Internet browser
2. Go to Preamble website and copy the

Preamble
3. Go to MS Word and Paste the Preamble

into a new document.
4. Add the following title:  Picture the Preamble
5. Below the title, Insert a three-column 9-row

table
6. Add the following column names:  Preamble

Phrase; Picture; Why Picture was Chosen
7. Cut and paste each Preamble phrase into

the table.
8. Use key words to locate an image for the

first phrase.
9. Use pull-down menu to copy the image
10. Go to Picture cell in the Word document
11. Paste the Picture
12. Write a brief rationale for why the picture

represents the phrase
13. Save work
14. Repeat items 7-13 for the remaining

phrases.
15. When all phrases are finished, correct any

spelling errors
16. Print a copy.

At the Computer

After the Computer

1. Place students in groups of 3 to 4 students
2. Ask students to pass their Picture the

Preamble work to the person on the right.
3. Students are to quietly review the work and

take notes of the key similarities and
differences, then pass the paper to the next
person until students have reviewed all the
papers in the group.

4. Give students 5 to 10 minutes to discuss
the differences.

5. Have students individually write a reflection
about what the Preamble means to them.

1. While in a group, students review each
other’s work and note differences and
similarities between final documents.

2. Students discuss the different papers.
3. Students write one or two paragraphs

describing what the Preamble means to
them.

Picture the Preamble - Continued
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Assessment
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Picture the Preamble - Continued
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Preamble Planning Sheet
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Picture the Preamble - Continued
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in Order to form a more
perfect Union

The flag combined with
the US map represent the

states as a “Union”

We the People of the
United States

It represents
multiple ethnicities with

the American flag.

Picture the Preamble (Sample)
Preamble Phrase Preamble Phrase Why picture was chosen

establish Justice Shows that Justice
involves equality (scales),

the law (book), and a
justice system (the gavel)

insure domestic
Tranquility

The dove symbolizes
peace and tranquility.

Picture the Preamble - Continued

STUDENT’S EXAMPLE
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promote the general
Welfare

The people are happy
because they enjoy the
benefits of our country.

provide for the common
defense

The pentagon is the
defense center of the US

and is dedicated to
keeping all citizens safe.

Picture the Preamble (Sample)

Preamble Phrase Preamble Phrase Why picture was chosen

and secure the
Blessings of Liberty to

ourselves and our
Posterity

The Statue of Liberty
represents liberty to all

people in the United
States.

do ordain and establish
this Constitution for the

United States of
America

Image shows what the
Preamble to the

constitution may have
looked like when it was

first written.

Picture the Preamble - Continued
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What the Preamble Means to Me

By Student Learner

Today, I learned about the Preamble to the United States

Constitution.  The Preamble showed me how lucky I am to live in the

United States because it is truly a country dedicated to the people.

The Preamble shows us that all the people in our country are united,

including people of all races, all religions, and people from other

countries.  I also learned that our government protects the rights

of all people who live here.  We have freedom and the liberty to go

to school and to do any type of work we want when we graduate.

Our country is also committed to keeping us safe by providing laws

to protect us and also providing military protection.

I feel very proud to be an American.

Picture the Preamble - Continued
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Why Technology Integration?
In order to be an effective classroom teacher,
it is critical to have an understanding of the
purpose for technology integration.  Later
chapters will illustrate how to mentor,
support and enable teachers to succeed at
technology integration, as well as how to
plan and implement a technology
integration effort.

This chapter deals with comprehending the responsibilities classroom teachers have for
technology integration.  This chapter will examine:

• Workforce expectations

• National benchmarks

• Content guidelines

What is expected?
Classroom teachers should be aware of the expectations for their job.  Workforce
requirements, national legislation, and educational standards all play a part in what is
expected regarding technology integration.

Regarding workforce requirements, the Secretary’s Commission on Achieving
Necessary Skills (SCANS) report from the United States Department of Labor
provides some insight.  According to this report, five competencies are needed by
today’s workforce.  One of these competencies is the ability to work with a variety of
technologies.  Specifically, this report identifies three areas in which employees
should be competent:  selecting technology, applying technology to task, and
maintaining and troubleshooting equipment (U.S. Department of Labor, 1991).
Further research has identified the most common uses of computers by employees
who use computers.  They are as follows:  bookkeeping/invoicing (66%), word
processing (57%), communications (47%), analysis/spreadsheets (41%), and
calendar/scheduling (38%) (Snyder and Hoffman, 2002).  If today’s students are
going to be prepared to effectively use these tools, they must begin by gaining hands-
on experience with them.  Technology coaches must recognize these workforce
requirements in order to provide the necessary direction to their schools.

Workforce

requirements,

national legislation,

and educational

standards all play a

part in what is

expected regarding

technology

integration.
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National benchmarks
In addition, government leaders expect to see technology effectively integrated into
our nation’s schools.  In his educational reform plan, No Child Left Behind, President
George W. Bush is advocating support for technology.  According to this plan, his
administration has a primary goal to “improve student academic achievement through
the use of technology in elementary schools and secondary schools” and to ensure
that “every student is technologically literate” (United States Department of Education,
2001).  No doubt, the federal government
realizes the importance of reform within our
educational system and the importance that
technology plays in ensuring that the next
generation is properly prepared to meet the demands of the information age.

Furthermore, educational standards set expectations for technology to be effectively
integrated into our nation’s schools.  The International Society for Technology in
Education (ISTE), one of the leading organizations responsible for creating national
educational technology standards, has researched and devised what it believes is the
type of learning environment that is needed to prepare students for a knowledge-
based society.  They rightfully address school reform from a highly regarded
perspective that blends traditional and new approaches to learning.  They suggest the
following characteristics as components of the type of learning environment that is
needed to prepare students for the information age:

• Communicate using a variety of media and formats

• Access and exchange information in a variety of ways

• Compile, organize, analyze, and synthesize information

• Draw conclusions and make generalizations based on information gathered

• Use information and select appropriate tools to solve problems

• Know content and be able to locate additional information as needed

• Become self-directed learners

• Collaborate and cooperate in team efforts

• Interact with others in ethical and appropriate ways (International Society for
Technology in Education, 1998, pg. 2).

With these guidelines, one can more clearly understand the expectations of a
technology coach and the type of environment that is needed to be effective in K-12
technology integration.
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Additionally, ISTE’s standards include six broad categories as “Technology
Foundation Standards” (ISTE, pg. 5).  The six standards are as follows:

1. Basic operations and concepts

2. Social, ethical, and human issues

3. Technology productivity tools

4. Technology communications tools

5. Technology research tools

6. Technology problem-solving and decision-making tools

These foundation standards also clearly identify what leaders in the field of
educational technology recognize as key components of technology use within all K-
12 schools.  They therefore, provide technology coaches with a clearer understanding
of the expectations for their role within the K-12 environment.

Content specific guidelines
In addition, national discipline-specific organizations have established national
curriculum standards in which they recommend the use of technology to support
learning.  The National Council of Teachers of English includes in its standards that
students should “use a variety of technological and information resources to gather
and synthesize information and to create and communicate knowledge” (National
Council of Teachers of English, 2003).  Similarly, the National Council for the Social
Studies recommends as a part of its pedagogical standards that teachers should
ensure that students are able to use “media communication techniques that foster
active inquiry, collaboration, and supportive interaction in the classroom” (National
Council for the Social Studies, 2003).

Likewise, according to the National Science Education
Standards, K-4 students should be able to develop skills in
the use of computers “for conducting investigations”
(National Academy of Sciences, 2003), while 5-8
students should be able to use “computers for the
collection, summary, and display of evidence” (National
Academy of Sciences, 2003).  And, finally, the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics recommends that K-2
students “represent data using concrete objects, pictures, and
graphs”, 3-5 students “represent data using tables and graphs such as line plots, bar
graphs, and line graphs”, and 6-8 students use bar graphs and histograms to
represent data and decide which display is appropriate (National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics, 2003).
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State standards
State departments of education also provide standards to educators within their state
regarding their expectations of technology use in K-12 schools.  The Virginia
Department of Education, for example, recommends that by the end of grade five
students be able to:

• Demonstrate a basic understanding of computer theory, including bits, bytes,
and binary logic;

• Develop basic technology skills;

• Process, store, retrieve, and transmit electronic information; and

• Communicate through application software Virginia State Standards of
Learning for Computer/Technology Skills (2001).

The West Virginia Department of Education holds similar expectations regarding what
they expect regarding technology use within K-12 schools.  Their state board of
education recommends that students use technology tools for the following purposes:

• To be actively involved in critical thinking and problem solving;

• To collaborate and cooperate;

• To develop as productive citizens; and

• To enhance academic achievement and workplace readiness (West Virginia
Department of Education, 2003).

Although these are only two examples of state expectations for technology use within
K-12 schools, they exemplify the role states have in encouraging the use of
technology in education.  Further, they provide direction to the type of leadership that
technology coaches should provide when implementing the use of technology in local
school environments.

Clearly, the issue of technology integration is addressed by people who hold many
expectations.  Workforce requirements, national legislation, and educational
standards all have expectations regarding what should be occurring within our
nation’s schools concerning the issue of technology integration.  Although these
influences may appear too overwhelming to implement, one must remember that
such expectations are in place to assist and provide direction to the way in which
local goals should be implemented.  That is, the variety of expectations are not there
as stumbling blocks or purposeful hindrances to technology integration.  Rather, they
are a road map providing direction to success.
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Let’s Practice

In my state, when should students use technology?
This chart, along with your state technology standards, can be used to determine when students should be
introduced to specific types of computer hardware and/or software.  See the example below.  Follow the
directions below to create a chart that is specific for your state.

Sample: Technology by Grade Level Introduced

desUerawtfoS
sleveLedarG

2-K 5-3 8-6 21-9

gnissecorPdroW X X X X

steehsdaerpS X X X X

resworBtenretnI X X X X

LMTH X X

desUerawtfoS
sleveLedarG

2-K 5-3 8-6 21-9

Directions:

• Determine the grade level divisions of your State Technology Standards and add them as column
headers under Grade Level Divisions.

• Begin reviewing the technology standards with the lower grades and each time a specific hardware
or software is mentioned, add the name to the chart and place an “X” in the appropriate grade level
column.

• Continue the same process with each grade level division, adding software as it is mentioned.
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How to...

Use Technology to Improve Student Learning
From the previous section, we
examined why technology should be
integrated into our classroom
instruction and what the expectations
for technology skills were on a
national and state level.  This section
of the handbook begins to explore how
teachers and students are currently
using computers in the classroom and
suggests ways and methods to rethink how
instruction may change when technology is
used.  When looking at a computer, the
primary component is the processor.
Learning is enhanced or improved when
students engage in activities that require
higher-order, critical thinking and
processing.  Therefore, it is a natural tool
to enable students to more easily reach higher-levels of understanding.  We examine
how restructuring a lesson to introduce problem-based learning focuses on these
higher-order and critical thinking skills.  Lastly, we begin to move from the district and
curriculum standards to problem statements that situate the lesson objectives within
“real world” or authentic contexts.
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Management
• Grades
• Student Information
• Parent Communication
• Student Communication

Production
• Classroom Posters
• Student Handouts
• Tests

Instructional Support
• Display Notes
• Show Internet Sites
• Demonstrate Concepts
• Whole-class Drill & Practice

Teaching/Testing Tool
• Drill & Practice
• Tutorial
• Problem-solving
• Individualized Testing

Learning Tool
• Calculate
• Organize
• Graph
• Illustrate
• Sequence
• Model
• Narrate
• Animate

Resource Tool
• Retrieve Information
• Communication with Experts
• Communicate with  
   other Students

Teacher Use Student Use

How do...

Teachers and Students Use Computers
The following chart depicts typical differences between how teachers use technology
and how students use technology for school-related tasks.  You will note that three of
the teacher tasks are supportive of the instructional process, while one reflects direct
use of technology for instructional purposes.  The student tasks, on the other hand,
are all directly related to classroom activities.  The differences in student tasks are in
the degree to which students utilize “real-world” software applications (Resource and
Learning Tools) vs. pre-programmed educational software (Teaching/Testing Tools).
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1
esuItahW

won

etaD
_______

2
tnawItahW

sihtesuot
raey
etaD

________

3
raeY-diMyM

sesU

etaD
________

4
-fo-dnEyM

sesUraeY

etaD
________

TNEMEGANAMMOORSSALC

sedarG

noitamrofnItnedutS

noitacinummoCtneraP

noitacinummoCtnedutS

____________________________:rehtO

SLAIRETAMMOORSSALCFONOITCUDORP

sretsoPmoorssalC

stuodnaHtnedutS

stseT

____________________________:rehtO

TROPPUSLANOITCURTSNI

setoNyalpsiD

setiStenretnIwohS

stpecnoCetartsnomeD

ecitcarPdnallirDssalc-elohW

____________________________:rehtO

How do...

I use Technology in My Classroom?
This chart will help you to plan and keep track of how you use technology as a professional tool.

My Professional Use of Computers Worksheet
Directions: For each Column, record the date then check each computer use.

• Use Column 1 to show current use of technology.

• Use Column 2 to show new uses you would like to try this year.

• Use Column 3 to show your progress at mid-year.

• Use Column 4 to show technology used by the end-of-the-year.
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1
wonesuItahW

_______etaD

2
ottnawItahW
raeysihtesu

________etaD

3
raeY-diMyM

sesU

________etaD

4
raeY-fo-dnEyM

sesU

________etaD

LOOTGNITSET/GNIHCAET

ecitcarPdnallirD

slairotuT

gnivlos-melborP

gnitseTdezilaudividnI

_____________________:rehtO

LOOTECRUOSER

noitamrofnIeveirteR

strepxEhtiwetacinummoC

stnedutsrehtohtiwetacinummoC

_____________________:rehtO

LOOTGNINRAEL

etaluclaC

ezinagrO

hparG

etartsullI

ecneuqeS

ledoM

etarraN

etaminA

_____________________:rehtO

How do...

My Students Use Technology?
This chart will help you plan and keep track of how your students use technology during the school year.

My Students’ Uses of Computers Worksheet
Directions: For each Column, record the date then check each computer use.  Use Column 1 to show
current student use of technology. Use Column 2 to show new uses students would like to try this year. Use
Column 3 to show students’ progress at mid-year.  Use Column 4 to show technology used by students at
the end-of-the-year.
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LOOTGNITSET/GNIHCAET selpmaxE saedIgnihcaeT

ecitcarPdnallirD ®retsalBhtaM• gnivlosmelborpssalc-elohwrofyalpsiD•

slairotuT ®OTALP• segnellahcfolanruojpeekstnedutS•

gnivlos-melborP ®liarTnogerO• emasehtevlosotetepmocspuorG•
smelborp

gnitseTdezilaudividnI ®redaeRdetareleccA• evobakoobtegratesoohcstnedutS•
laogsalevelgnidaertnerruc

LOOTECRUOSER selpmaxE saedIgnihcaeT

noitamrofnIeveirteR saidepolcycnEDC•
cihpargoeGlanoitaN•

nietatsehtfoetisoppotsometatsdniF•
seviltnedutshcihw

strepxEhtiwetacinummoC
stsitneicS•

slaiciffOtnemnrevoG•
sretirW•

strepxefostnemeriuqerbojerapmoC•
seussiyekfosnoinipoerapmoC•

rehtohtiwetacinummoC
stneduts

ssalcemaS•
loohcsemaS•

yticemaS•
etatsemaS•

lanoitaN•
lanoitanretnI•

seiddubkrowemoH•
loohcsrofnalpelcycernalP•

eussilacoletabeD•
noitamrofnirehtaewerahS•

selpmasretawhserferapmoC•
stnemeriuqeresruocerapmoC•

Classroom Ideas

Students Uses of Technology
Below are examples of student uses of computers as teaching/testing, resource, and learning tools.  Next to
each example is an idea for classroom implementation of the approach.
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LOOTGNINRAEL selpmaxE saedIgnihcaeT

etaluclaC
teehsdaerpS• hcnierauqsrepazzipfotsoC•

moor21X01roftniapfosnollaG•
.S.U.svocixeMfoytisnednoitalupoP•

ezinagrO
esabataD• yrtnefoetadybsetatS•

sedisforebmunybsepahS•
thgiewcimotaybstnemelE•

hparG
teehsdaerpS• enilcniybdeepS•

epytybsevaelllafforebmuN•
edacedybhtworgnoitalupoP•

etartsullI
warD•

®xiPdiK•
noisividlleC•

gnidnoblacimehC•
erutcurtsecnetneS•

ecneuqeS ®tnioPrewoP•
gnissecorpdroW•

weiverkoobagnitirwrofspetS•
snoitcarfedividotwoH•

ledoM
warD•

®tnioPrewoP•
®oidutSrepyH•

evlover.svetatoR•
noisorE•

odanrotA•

etarraN ®tnioPrewoP•
oidutSrepyH•

gorfafohtribehT•
”reknihTehT“fognikamehT•

etaminA ®oidutSrepyH•
®tnioPrewoP•

elcycretawehT•
ddodnanevE•

 Student Uses of Technology - Continued
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How to...

Create New Learning Environments
The International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) suggests that an
“essential condition” for successful use of technology is to implement a student-
centered approach to learning.   The underlying reasoning is that today’s workforce
requires employees to actively participate in a collaborative environment that utilizes
multiple resources and technology tools to solve a variety of problems.  To prepare
our youth for this world, our classrooms must incorporate new, research-based
components into traditional approaches that are proven to be successful.  Below is a
chart that illustrates these needed changes.

In order to achieve the new, student-centered environments, ISTE suggests that it is
important to engage students in learning experiences that require them to:

• Communicate using a variety of media and formats

• Access and exchange information in a variety of ways

• Compile, organize, analyze, and synthesize information

• Draw conclusions and make generalizations based on information gathered

• Know content and be able to locate additional information as needed

• Become self-directed learners

• Collaborate and cooperate in team efforts

• Interact with others in ethical and appropriate ways
        (Source:  http://cnets.iste.org/students/s_esscond.html)

As can be seen, many of these activities involve students utilizing technology as a
tool needed to achieve the intended outcome.  As this is true, attention is turned to
the more relevant issue:  How can teachers create these new learning environments

ESTABLISHING NEW LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
Traditional Learning Environments New Learning Environments
Teacher-centered instruction Student-centered learning
Single sense stimulation Multisensory stimulation
Single path progression Multipath progression
Single media Multimedia
Isolated work Collaborative work
Information delivery Information exchange
Passive learning Active/exploratory/inquiry-based learning
Factual, knowledge-based learning Critical thinking and informed decision-making
Reactive response Proactive/planned action
Isolated, artificial context Authentic, real-world context
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How to...

Create Critical Thinking Activities
When students are engaged in critical thinking activities that require them to process
and apply new knowledge and skills in a meaningful context, they are better able to
generate deeper understanding.   This higher level of comprehension helps students
to retain and utilize the newly gained knowledge and skills in a variety of ways.
These types of activities can be done with or without computers.  However,
computers enable students to focus on the critical elements of processing information
rather than on the tedious, organizational tasks that are not directly related to the
overall learning task.  Here is an example problem that students from a social studies
class might be asked to solve:

Examine the population growth patterns of the United States, Europe,
and Asia, and predict the status of these in 50 years.

If using a calculator, students would have to re-enter information multiple times to
examine each trend – thus increasing the possibility of errors and the level of student
frustration.  If a computer with spreadsheet software were used, the data would only
be entered once and students could then concentrate on creating formulas that
extract the needed information to examine the differences in population growth and
predict future trends – the ultimate goal of the lesson.

An easy way to ensure that your students engage in critical thinking activities is to
include one or more of the following generative learning strategies in each lesson:
recall, integration, organization, and elaboration (Whittrock, 1990).  A detailed
description of these strategies and some practice items are presented below.

Generative Learning Strategies
Generative learning strategies require students to generate or construct meaningful
relationships between their prior knowledge and new information being taught.  Each
strategy has students interact with the information by processing it in different ways,
thus reinforcing deeper understanding and better supporting the transfer of
knowledge and skills to new situations.

Generative Learning

Strategies

• Recall

• Integration

• Organization

• Elaboration
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Adapted from: Morrison, G. R., Ross, S. M. & Kemp, J. E (2004). Designing effective
instruction: Applications of instructional design  (4th. Ed.).
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Let’s Practice

Identifying Generative Learning Strategies
This activity will help you determine if the listed classroom activities will engage students in higher or lower
levels of learning as you identify the type of generative strategy used for each one.

Generative Learning Strategies Handout
Directions:  Complete the following table by listing a computer application that could be used with the
learning activity.  Then, identify the type of Generative Learning Strategy that is being used.  Some activities
may use more than one strategy.

gninraeLgnicnahnErofsaedI retupmoCelbissoP
noitacilppA

evitareneG
ygetartSgninraeL

.”ecnaigellAfoegdelP“ehtetirW rossecorPdroW llaceR
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.egallivcetzAnaniefiltcelfer rossecorPdroW noitarobalE

tsapehtninetaeevahuoydoofehtezirogetaC
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Identifying Generative Learning Strategies – Continued
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How to...

Create Problem-Based Learning Activities
The renewed emphasis on student performance and accountability, as seen in NCLB,
increases the need to ensure that all classroom activities result in improved student
achievement.  In the past, this meant that students were able to recall memorized
facts or solve math problems.  As mentioned throughout this handbook, measures of
academic achievement for today’s students go beyond rote responses by requiring
students to apply critical thinking skills to solve complex problems. Therefore,
classroom environments can no longer consist of teachers providing factual
information through lectures and students “learning” the information through the
completion of worksheets and end-of-chapter questions.  Instead, students need
learning opportunities that equip them with the knowledge and skills to not only
perform well on more demanding standardized tests, but also to meet the challenging
requirements of today’s society.  Problem-based learning (PBL), when well structured,
is one way to meet these needs.

Components of Problem-Based Lessons
So, how do you create a “well-structured” problem-based learning environment?  You
begin with four major components: standards-based content, real-world context,
student-centered approach, and collaborative teamwork (see diagram below).

Problem-Based
Learning

Standards-Based
Content

Real-World
Context

Student-Centered
Approach

Collaborative
Teamwork
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Standards-Based Content.  When planning problem-based learning, it is
critical to ensure that the “problem” which drives the lesson addresses core content
from your curriculum standards (Jones, Rasmusen, & Moffit, 1997; Bridges &
Hallinger, 1995).  This should be fairly easy, as most PBL lessons require the
application of knowledge and skills from multiple content areas that are covered in
local standards.   Noteworthy to avoid, however, is focusing a lesson on a really
interesting problem that only results in student achievement of one or two learning
objectives covered on the students’ standardized test.   For example, a 4th grade
teacher may want to avoid spending three weeks on a unit about the migration habits
of Monarch butterflies, when only one of 48 district science standards for 4th grade
requires students to understand the migration habits of animals.  However, if the PBL
lesson also has students incorporate math skills to examine migration trends over
time, map skills aligned to geography objectives, symbolism of butterflies for
language arts, and life cycles for science, then a three-week unit may be justified.

Real-World Context.  Next, problem-based learning needs to have a real-world
context – or as close to one as possible (Checkley, 1997; Barrows & Myers, 1999).
This “reality” can be achieved through the structure of the problem itself, as well as
the context.  When you examine the structure of issues that occur in the “real world,”
very seldom is there only one solution achieved by using one source of information.
Rather, these problems are ill structured, in that more than one solution is workable
and a variety of resources can be used in reaching the different solutions. Therefore,
problem-based learning needs to reflect this same structure.  With regard to achieving
a “real-world” context, you can use information directly related to the students or the
community.  For example, students can create an “Our Heritage” book that highlights
the native countries of the children’s ancestors.  Community members can work with
students to investigate solutions to local problems such as low voter participation,
crowded landfills, or graffiti.  To expand the focus beyond the community, student
groups can assume roles of employees who must solve realistic problems
encountered in the workforce. For example, they might be asked to design a smaller
cereal container for a food manufacturing company; create an information brochure
for a Cherokee Indian museum exhibit; or create a plan to reduce transportation costs
of produce.

Student-Centered Approach.  For PBL to be successful, the learning
environment must center on the students (Bridges, 1992; Delisle, 1997).  This means
that students need to be actively engaged and responsible for completing the tasks
necessary to “solve” the problem.  The students also need to be provided
opportunities for self-reflection/evaluation to assess personal progress and determine
areas of needed improvement (Barrows & Myers, 1999). The teacher “sets the scene”
by ensuring student ownership of the problem and access to needed resources, and
by providing “just-in-time” guidance and support that meets the individual needs of
each student (Hobgood & Walbert, 2001).

When you examine

the structure of issues

that occur in the “real

world,” very seldom is

there only one

solution achieved by

using one source of

information.
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Collaborative Teamwork.
The last critical component of PBL is
collaborative teamwork (Bridges,
1992; Delisle, 1997).  When students
are working together to achieve a
common goal, many learning
opportunities are enhanced.  For
example, in this type of learning
context, students collaboratively
define variables of the problem that
needs to be investigated, determine what resources are needed and where to get
them, decide how to use the collected information, and discuss newly gained
knowledge with each other, thus helping to identify misconceptions.  Considering that
teamwork is a common practice in the workplace, student use of this approach
provides better preparation for future employment.

Summary
Learning is enhanced when students are engaged in well-structured PBL that:

• addresses standards-based content,

•  is structured on real world content, and

• utilizes a student-centered approach that requires teamwork.
In order to achieve this type of learning environment, however, a key component must
be implemented.  That is, successful PBL must begin with a good problem, which will
serve as the driving force behind the implementation.  The next section presents
multiple examples of problems and practice exercises.
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How to...

Go from Objectives to Problem Statements
As seen in the previous section, for PBL to be successful, it must begin with a well-
structured problem that results in student attainment of standards-based knowledge
and skills. Likewise, it must reflect a real-world context, be taught in a student-
centered environment, and support students working in collaborative teams. The
following chart provides examples of problem statements that have been developed
to align with state curriculum standards.   The examples range from kindergarten to
fifth grade and cover language arts and social studies.  The chart also points out the
type of technology that is used in each problem.

Adapted from Kansas USD 265 Curriculum Outline
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Adapted from Kansas USD 265 Curriculum Outline

 Objectives to Problem Statements - Continued
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Objectives to Problem Statements - Continued
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Adapted from Kansas USD 265 Curriculum Outline
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Let’s Practice

From Problem Statement to Standards
Below are multiple problem statements that could be solved by students in a range of grade levels and
content areas.  Review each problem and list standards from your local curriculum that students would
achieve by reaching a solution.

Problem Statements Handout
Directions:  List the local standards that would be addressed by students solving the problem.
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Problem Statements Handout - Continued
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Self-Assessment

How good is your problem statement?
Developing good problem statements can sometimes be challenging, especially if problem-based learning is
a new approach.  To make the process more fun and rewarding, you may want to create your problem
statements with one or more of your fellow teachers. This will help to expand and refine everyone’s ideas.
The following check sheet can be used to assess whether or not problem statements meet recommended
guidelines.

What is the “real-world” context of this problem? ________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

What will make this problem interesting to your students? ________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

What curriculum standards does this problem address? __________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

What makes this problem ill structured?_______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

In what activities will students work together? __________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

How can you ensure that each student is responsible for his or her own learning? _____________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

How are you ensuring that students have access to multiple resources? _____________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________
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How to...

Achieve Successful Problem-Based Learning
There are several ways to better ensure that your students have successful
experiences when engaged in problem-based learning activities.  Some key ideas are
outlined below:

Prior to the PBL Lesson.
Prepare students for the
problem-based lesson by
reviewing prior
knowledge and skills
that will be required
during the lesson
(Bridges & Hallinger,
1995).  For example, before the
PBL lesson, make sure that the
students:

• practice setting-up and solving similar math problems (e.g., calculating the area,

volume, or average, dividing fractions),

• practice data collection techniques (e.g., using a ruler, keeping time, logging

Internet searches),

• review content that will be used during the problem-solving process (e.g., parts

of a letter, government structure, classes of animals).

During the PBL Lesson.  Moursund (2002) recommends four student-centered
strategies to better ensure successful implementation of PBL.  The four suggestions
are that students need to:

• have a clear understanding of the problem,

• know the intended goal – or problem solution,

• know what resources are available and the purpose of each one,

• feel ownership of the problem and responsibility for reaching a solution.

To accomplish these, you may want to provide students with a Problem-Solving
Worksheet to help guide the process.
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Problem-Solving Worksheet
Date: ________________

Group Members: _________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Directions:  Use the following chart to plan how your group will approach this problem-solving task.

Morrison & Lowther (2005)
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What is...

Effective Student Use of Technology
Effective student use of technology requires both an overall understanding of the
environment in which technology is to be integrated and a specific philosophy of
action for integrating such technology.  The enGauge Range of Use model and NTeQ
model, respectively, provide guidance with both of these concerns.

The enGuage Range of Use Model
The enGuauge Range of Use Model depicts levels of technology use along three
continuums: Instructional Approach to Learning (from Didactic to Coaching to
Constructivist), Complexity of Learning (from Basic Skills to Higher-Order Thinking),
and Authenticity (from Artificial to Real World). As seen, the model shows that drill and
practice provides and artificial context in which students learn basic skills in a didactic
manner. In contrast, students who engage in the use of production tools for activities
such as online research, simulations, problem-solving with real data, are learning in
on authentic context in which they are required to use higher-order thinking skills in a
constructivitist manner.

Real-WorldHigher-Order
Thinking

Artificial

Didactic ConstructivistCoaching

Basic Skills

Complexity
of

Learning

Instructional Approach to Learning

Productivity
Tools

Online Research

Integrated
Learning
Systems

Drill &
Practice

Expression/
Visualization

Simulation

Range of Use

eCommunications
Online

Environments

Problem-Solving
w/ Real Data

Authenticity

  Adapted from NCREL’s enGauge Model (NCREL, 2000) – used with permission
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S t u d e n t

Lesson

ComputerTeacher

• Lesson Designer
• Classroom Facilitator
• Classroom Manager

• Learning Tool
• Integral to Learning
• Not the Object of Study

Technologically
Competent

Active Learner

• Authentic
• Problem-based
• Dependent on Computer Use
• Supported by a

Multidimensional Environment

Student Assumes the
Role of a Researcher

Design by E. D. Marvin

The NTeQ Philosophy of
Technology Integration

The NTeQ Model
Knowing how to use technology for student learning requires an understanding of
how to establish an effective learning environment.  Traditionally, technology use
within schools has emphasized and centered on the use of the computer.  At first
consideration, this focus appears most appropriate.  After all, what could possibly be
wrong with emphasizing computers?  Aren’t they, after all, at the center of the
workforce, standards-based, and political expectations for technology use within K-12
schools?

The danger with this traditional, computer-centered view of instruction is that it fails to
place students at the center of learning.  Technology, given its very nature, will always
continue to be at the cutting-edge of society and learning.  However, such new
developments should not become a distraction to what is important.  That is,
educators must always continue to focus on students and their learning needs.

The iNtegrating Technology for inQuiry (NTeQ, pronounced “in-tech”) approach to
technology integration recognizes this underlying philosophy of computer use within
K-12 schools (Morrison & Lowther, 2005).  As seen in the following diagram, and as
will be discussed below,it provides a specific role for the important individuals and
components involved in K-12 classroom learning — including students, teachers,
computers, and lessons.
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NTeQ and Students
With the NTeQ approach,
students are placed at the
center of learning.  This means
that instead of sitting at their
desks, taking notes, listening to
their teacher, students are
collaborating in small groups,
solving problems with authentic
resources.  In this way,
students are “actively engaged
in the learning process”.

In addition, with the NTeQ
approach, students assume
the “role of researcher.”  That
is, they become responsible for investigating solutions to problems.  Instead of their
teacher telling them what is most important, students are given situations to
investigate.  Through collaboration with other students and hands-on examination of
real-world problems, students are able to investigate solutions to problems.

And finally, the student role in the NTeQ model allows students to become
technologically competent.  This means that students who are engaged with an NTeQ
lesson become skilled with the tools used in workforce environments.  Students learn
how to use word processors, databases, spreadsheets, Internet applications, e-mail
tools, and presentation software.  But even further, students who become
technologically competent understand the capabilities of these tools and when and
where to use them.  These understandings extend beyond their K-12 years.  Students
can use this knowledge into their college and workforce careers.

NTeQ and the Teacher
The role of the teacher with the NTeQ approach is also different than what is found in
traditional classroom environments.  Underlying this perspective is that teachers must
become, if they are not already, technologically competent.  Technological
competence requires teachers to move beyond a basic understanding of computer
skills to more insightful, classroom-relevant knowledge.  Specifically, this means that
teachers need to:

• experience using a computer as a learning tool.

• understand how computer functions can assist student learning.

• apply their knowledge of technology and learning to design, manage, and

facilitate a multidimensional classroom learning environment.

It is particularly

important for a

teacher to gain

experience using the

computer as a

learning tool.
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In preparing for the teacher’s role with the NTeQ approach, it is particularly important
for a teacher to gain experience using a computer as a learning tool.  Most of us are
familiar with traditional learning environments.  We know what it is like to sit in a
classroom, listen to a teacher, and take notes.  Unfortunately, this understanding
shapes the way in which we often view classroom learning and instruction.  For this
reason, it is especially relevant for a teacher to experience what it is like to learn
something new with a computer as a learning tool.  More specifically, such experience
provides teachers with the pleasures and frustrations associated with such learning.

In addition, teachers need to understand how computer functions can assist student
learning.  By understanding how computers can ease the problem-solving aspect of
learning, teachers can begin to integrate the use of technology into their classroom
with more relevance.  Teachers who have an understanding of how computer
functions (and software functions, in particular) can assist student learning will be
more prepared to use technology effectively within their classroom.  Instead of using
a computer merely for the sake of using a computer, such teachers will begin to use
technology as a tool to facilitate student-centered learning.

Once teachers begin to understand how computer functions can assist with learning,
teachers begin to assume the roles of a designer, facilitator, and manager.  As a
designer, the teacher can carefully consider and plan a classroom environment that
embraces technology-enabled student learning.  In such planning, the teacher thinks
about what students would be doing as they are actually using the computer during a
particular lesson.  But even further, the teacher also needs to consider what students
will be doing both before and after their use of classroom computers.  Along these
same lines, teachers must also plan objective-based supporting activities.  After all,
classroom computer use does not mean that all other resources and research
activities are irrelevant.  Rather, quite the opposite is true.  Such supporting materials
and activities can be used to enhance the use of the computer as a tool.  But the key

Teachers need to

understand how

computer functions

can assist student

learning.
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point of understanding on this issue is that other, non-computer related activities are
intended to support the objectives of the given lesson.  Focusing on lesson objectives
will reduce the likelihood that classroom activities are nothing more than busywork.

In addition to being a designer, teachers who use the NTeQ model also need to know
how to assume the role of a facilitator.  Crucial to this role is that teachers view
themselves as guides in a resource-rich environment.  Instead of being individuals
who are telling students the information they need to know, teachers become
facilitators who guide students in their own learning process.  Another component of
this role is the need for teachers to frequently model important processes and
demonstrate what it means to be a learner.  By showing students how to enter
information into a database or outline a plan of action for solving a problem, teachers
are able to demonstrate to students some of the excitements and pleasures of
learning.

And finally, the NTeQ model asks teachers to become classroom managers.  In a
management role, teachers oversee student rotation schedules, equity of computer
use, and similar supervisory issues.  In this role, teachers may also want to practice
their own lesson plans to ensure that they are designed in a way that will enhance

student learning of the specified objectives.

NTeQ and Computers
Although it has been only implied up to this

point, the role of the computer with the NTeQ
approach is also different from that

of traditional learning
environments.  The
computer from the NTeQ

perspective is viewed as a
learning tool.  Much like a

hammer is an extension of
one’s arm, a computer is used as an

extension of one’s mind.  In this way, students are
able to focus on analyzing information, contemplating issues, and solving problems.
Instead of organizing data or sorting note cards, students can put their minds to more
relevant learning tasks.  Once again, according to the NTeQ approach, the student –
not the computer – is at the center of learning.

NTeQ and the Lesson
The NTeQ model is intended for lessons that are student-centered, authentic,
problem-based, and reliant on the use of technology. Computers, from this
perspective, become tools to enhance problem solving and enable deeper levels of
learning. Technologically competent teachers are able to analyze the lesson
objectives and determine if students use of technology will better enable students to
achieve the intended learning outcomes. NTeQ has a ten-step lesson plan to assist

Teachers need to

assume the roles of a

designer, facilitator,

and manager.
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teachers in developing successful lessons. The model and a couple “easier”
templates are presented in a later section (Morrison & Lowther, 2005).

The next step
Now that you have a very basic overview of what it takes to effectively integrate
technology, it is time to provide you with some specific guidelines for creating a
supportive environment for student use of computers. These guidelines will cover
creating a new learning environment,  how to create critical thinking activities,  and
how  to create problem-based learning activities.

A later section will also provide more specific guidelines on how to plan and
implement technology integration lessons as well as how to know when technology
use is appropriate.
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How to...

Plan Technology Integration Lessons

This section begins by introducing the NTeQ
10-step lesson plan in a model that depicts how
technology integration lessons are different
from lessons that do not use technology.
Following this, is the presentation of three
different appoaches for planning technology
integration lessons.

•  Integrating Computer Use (ICU) Template
- Use to integrate computer use into
existing lessons - or lessons that
teachers already use.

•  Three-Step Lesson Plan Template - A quick three-step plan for teachers who
have a basic understanding of integration techniques.

•  NTeQ Lesson Plan Template - Provides step-by-step guidance for creating a
new lesson that integrates student use computers.
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How are...

Technology Integration Lessons Different?
Well-structured lesson plans address what students will be learning (specify
objectives), how they will let the teacher know what they have learned (results
presentation), how the teacher will evaluate achievement (assessment), and a
description of the activities (supporting activities).  When the lesson is problem-based,
it will also include the problem statement.  So, how does a lesson need to be changed
to integrate student use of computers?

The NTeQ 10-Step Lesson Plan
As seen in the NTeQ (Morrison & Lowther, 2005) 10-Step Lesson Plan below, there
are five components that are unique to technology integration lessons.  Descriptions
of those five and the other lesson components are included in the model.

The NTeQ Model

Specify
Objectives

Computer
Functions

Specify
Problem

Data
Manipulation

Results
Presentation

Activities
while at the
Computer

Activities
prior to the 
Computer

After
using the
Computer

Supporting
Activities

Assessment

= Unique to Technology Integration lessons
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STEP 1: Specify Objectives
Based on national, state and/or local standards for curriculum and
technology use.

STEP 2 : Match with Computer Functions
Identify verbs from objectives that match with computer functions.
Analyze! Spreadsheet
Identify! Database
Design! Draw

STEP 3 : Specify the Problem
Identify the problem (consider using student input) to solve a problem that
is relevant to the students and based on real-world data and results in
student achievement of objectives.

STEP 4 : Data Manipulation
What is the data source? Will students collect and enter the data? Will you
provide them with the data? Will they use data from the Internet or a CD-
ROM? How will the students manipulate the data - sort, graph, draw, etc.?

STEP 5 : Results Presentation
How will the students present their findings? Poster, presentation, paper,
magazine, web page?

STEP 6 : Activities while At the Computer
What will the students do while at a computer? Enter data, write a report,
create a graph, etc.

STEP 7 : Activities Prior to Using the Computer
What tasks must the students complete before they use a computer, e.g.,
identify search terms, organize data, outline a report, prepare a rough
sketch?

STEP 8 : Activities After Using the Computer
What will the students do with the information they generated or obtained
while using a computer? Analyze their results, prepare a report, etc.

STEP 9 : Supporting Activities
What other activities will be used to support achievement of all the
objectives? Reading, practice, small group discussions, manipulatives, etc.

STEP 10 : Assessment
How will you assess student achievement? Rubrics, portfolios, objective
tests, projects, etc.

(Morrison & Lowther, 2005)

Step2, Step 4, Step 6,

Step 7 and Step 8 are

unique to technology

integration lessons.
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How to...
Know When to Use Computers
The NTeQ 10-Step Lesson Plan provides guidance for creating technology integration
lessons, but does not really tell you when it is appropriate to have students use
computers or which type of computer use would be the most appropriate.  The
following chart describes the basic functions of each type of software tool and general
suggestions for when to use the software (Morrison & Lowther, 2005).
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How to...

Integrate Technology into Existing Lessons
One of the easiest ways for teachers to begin integrating technology into their
instruction is to begin with lessons that they already teach. Similarly, externally
produced lessons that are developed but do not include student use of computers
can be a great place to start.  Below are a few general guidelines for integrating
technology into existing lessons.

1. Choose an existing lesson

plan that involves student

collection, generation and/

or manipulation of data/

information.  Multiple

examples can be found in

the Technology Tools for

Learning section that

follows.

2. Use the ICU Lesson

Template to design your

lesson.  This template is

seen on the next page.

3. Prior to lesson

implementation, create a

sample of the computer product(s) students will generate to make sure

everything “works” as planned.  The created sample can be shown to

students as an example of what they will produce.
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Let’s Practice
Integrate Computers into Existing Lessons
Lesson plans are readily available to teachers via educational web sites, textbook companies, and fellow
teachers.  Lesson plans that integrate student use of computers are less common.  The following lesson
plan template is designed for use with lesson plans that are already developed but lack a technology
component.

Integrating Computer Use (ICU) Template
Directions: Use this template when integrating student use of computers into existing lesson plans.

Lesson Title: ____________________________________________________________________________

Lesson Plan Source (e.g. curriculum guide, URL): ______________________________________________

Learning Objectives: ______________________________________________________________________

Problem students will solve*: _______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

  * You may need to create the problem if the chosen lesson is not problem-based.

Computer Functions and Data Manipulation
Briefly describe the computer function(s) and list the name of the computer application that will be used
(e.g., sort - database, write – word processing, calculate percents - spreadsheet). Next, determine
specifically how students will use the identified computer functions to help solve the problem.  Think carefully
about the problem to be solved and how the data need to be manipulated to find a solution.  Briefly describe
each manipulation activity. The example below shows the type of wording that can be used to complete the
table.

Example

noitcnuFretupmoC noitacilppAretupmoC noitalupinaMataD
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txettamrofdnaretnE gnissecorpdroW aetirwotgnissecorpdrowesulliwstnedutS
tsomehtdeifitnediyehtwohgnibircsedtroper

.epytfaelnommoc

noitcnuFretupmoC noitacilppAretupmoC noitalupinaMataD

• • •

• • •

• • •
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Planning Computer Activities
The section below contains space for up to four computer activities (e.g. 1. Internet search, 2. create
spreadsheet graph, 3. write report).  For each activity, briefly describe what students need to do before they
go to the computers, while they are at the computers, and what they do after they finish computer work
(Morrison & Lowther, 2005).

  Computer Activity 1
   Activity Title (e.g., Insect Database): ______________________________________________________

   Activities Prior to going to the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  Activities At the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  Activities After going to the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  Computer Activity 2
   Activity Title: _________________________________________________________________________

   Activities Prior to going to the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  Activities At the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  Activities After going to the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Integrating Computer Use Template – Continued
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  Computer Activity 3
   Activity Title: _________________________________________________________________________

   Activities Prior to going to the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  Activities At the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  Activities After going to the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  Computer Activity 4
   Activity Title: _________________________________________________________________________

   Activities Prior to going to the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  Activities At the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  Activities After going to the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Integrating Computer Use Template – Continued
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How to...

Integrate Computers in 3 Steps
Use this quick, 3-step plan for integrating technology into your favorite lessons.  This plan is best for
teachers who are familiar with the basics of using computers to support student learning (Morrison &
Lowther, 2005).

3 Step Lesson Plan Template
Lesson Title: ____________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objectives: ______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem students will solve: ________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

  What Do Students Do?
   1. Activities Prior to going to the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  2. Activities At the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

  3. Activities After going to the computer

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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NTeQ Lesson Plan Template
Lesson Title: ____________________________________________________________________________

Subject Area(s): _________________________________________________________________________

Grade Level: ____________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objectives

Materials
It is helpful to include a “Think Sheet” of questions that requires students to use critical thinking skills.

...lliwstnedutseht,nosselsihtfodneehttA kramhcneB/dradnatStcirtsiD

• •

• •

• •

Computer Functions and Data Manipulation
List computer function(s) that will be used, the related computer application (e.g., database, spreadsheet),
and describe how the data are to be manipulated (e.g., sorted, charted, placed in tables, drawn)

• •

• •

• •

noitcnuFretupmoC noitacilppAretupmoC noitalupinaMataD

• • •

• • •

• • •

Specify Problem
Write in language you will use with students.  For example, “Today, we are going to investigate…”    “What

would you do if…?” _______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

How to...

Create New Computer Lessons
Use this lesson plan when you want to fully develop a lesson or unit that has students
use technology.  This lesson plan is based on the NTeQ Model (Morrison & Lowther,
2005) and includes basic guidelines for completing each section.
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Results Presentation
Write a brief description of how the students will demonstrate achievement of the objectives.  For example, a
written report, presentation, poster, web site.

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Computer Activities*

Supporting Activities

* Note: Complete columns as needed for your lesson. A lesson may only require a complete activity and no
supporting activities.

Rotation Plan
Briefly describe how students will rotate to and from the computer(s) and supporting activities.

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

1ytivitcA 2ytivitcA 3ytivitcA

...detelpmocebotseitivitcA
.1 roirP ehtotgniogot

retupmoc

...detelpmocebotseitivitcA
.1 roirP retupmocehtotgniogot

...detelpmocebotseitivitcA
.1 roirP retupmocehtotgniogot

.2 tA retupmoceht .2 tA retupmoceht .2 tA retupmoceht

.3 retfA retupmocehtotgniog .3 retfA retupmocehtotgniog .3 retfA retupmocehtotgniog

1ytivitcA 2ytivitcA 3ytivitcA

...detelpmocebotseitivitcA ...detelpmocebotseitivitcA ...detelpmocebotseitivitcA

NTeQ Lesson Plan Template– Continued
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Assessment with Rubrics
Use a template similar to the one below to develop lesson rubric(s).   A sample is provided to guide your
writing.  To develop rubrics, place performance objectives in the first column, and then create descriptions of
each level of performance.
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1
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lanoitpecxe

.ecnamrofrep

.2 htiwtaepeR
metitxen

“ “ “
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4

erocS
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Sample Rubric:  Newspaper Article on Seatbelt Safety

NTeQ Lesson Plan Template – Continued
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roevitcejbO
ecnamrofreP

gninnigeB
1

gnipoleveD
2

dehsilpmoccA
3

yralpmexE
4

erocS

Rubric Template

NTeQ Lesson Plan Template – Continued
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How to...

Use Word Processing as a Learning Tool:
Word processing software is commonly used in schools because it easily supports
traditional types of student activities that require writing.  Students normally enjoy
using a word processor to “write” their assignments because it automatically checks
spelling, makes it easier to fix mistakes, and with a little practice, takes less time than
writing a paper by hand.   Word processing software also has several functions that
make it an excellent critical thinking tool, as seen below.

When to use Word Processing
Use for creative writing or with information that can be paraphrased, illustrated and/or
organized in meaningful ways.

Using Word Processing for Higher-Order Thinking
The following chart contains the basic functions of word processing software and
example activities for which students could use these functions to engage in higher-
order thinking.
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Classroom Ideas :
WORD PROCESSING
Below are examples of how students can use word processing as a tool to better
learn subject area content.  Also included is space for you to add ideas for your
students to use word processing.
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Example Ideas:
WORD PROCESSING
Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Word Processing (from
the previous page).  Select two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  List the key learning objectives
that would be achieved, if students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student
attainment of the objectives by reaching a solution.  Create a sample layout of the final word-processed
document that students would produce.

Lesson Idea: Choose three graphics that represent main character in the story and explain.
Learning Objective(s): Identify main character; describe feature of main character you chose;

represent ideas with graphics.
Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: The book publisher would like to produce an

advertisement for our story and wants to include graphics that illustrate the main
character.  The advertisement has space for three graphics.  Your team is to locate
three clipart images and write a one-page proposal for why they should be used in the
advertisement.

Briefly sketch the key features of the word-processed document the students will create.

Title
Submitted by

Introduction

Image1

Image2

Image3

Rationale
for
Image

Not Needed Not Needed

Title Names

Intro

President Speech Reading
Level

Original First Paragraph

Simplified First Paragraph

Conclusion

Lesson Idea: Change the reading level of presidential acceptance speeches
Learning Objective: Identify and use grade appropriate vocabulary
Problem(s) that could be solved with this data:  There is a concern that most Presidential speeches are

not easily understood by the majority of adults in the US.  Provide data discussing this
issue and an example of how the speech could be more understandable.

Briefly sketch the key features of the word-processed document the students will create.
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My Integration Ideas:
WORD PROCESSING
Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Word Processing.
Select two ideas that are similar to topics you teach. List the key learning objectives that would be achieved,
if students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of the
objectives.  Create a sample layout of the final word-processed document that students would produce.

Lesson Idea: ___________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objective(s): ___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Briefly sketch the key features of the word-processed document the students will create.

Lesson Idea ____________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objective: _____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Briefly sketch the key features of the word-processed document the students will create.
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How to...

Use Spreadsheets as a Learning Tool:
Spreadsheet software is commonly used in workplace settings for tasks that involve
numbers (e.g., budgets, inventory, population growth, voter returns, and employee
turnover).  A spreadsheet is a tool that can also enhance classroom learning by
allowing students to concentrate on the critical issues of problem-solving, such as
creating formulas, examining trends, and making predictions. Spreadsheet software
reduces the tediousness of re-entering information into a calculator each time a new
question is asked.  The following section discusses how to use spreadsheets for
higher-order thinking.  Additionally, it provides ideas for classroom use.

When to Use Spreadsheets
Use with sets of numbers that have repetitive patterns that can be described with at
least two variables (Row & Column).

Using Spreadsheets for Higher-Order Thinking
The following chart contains the basic functions of spreadsheet software and example
activities for which students could use these functions to engage in higher-order
thinking.
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Classroom Ideas:
SPREADSHEETS
Below are examples of how students can use spreadsheets as a tool to better learn
subject area content.  Also included is space for you to add ideas for your students to
use spreadsheets.
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Example Ideas:
SPREADSHEETS
Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Spreadsheets.  Select
two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  List learning objectives that would be achieved if students
completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of the objectives by
reaching a solution.  Then create a sample spreadsheet by filling in column and row names and plausible
data entries.

Lesson Idea:  Compare miles traveled during migration for 10 different birds
Learning Objectives:  Compare relationship between animal structures and purpose; Construct graphs

to represent data from real-world problems
Problems that could be solved with this data:  Do birds with wider wing spans fly farther during

migration?

Fill in the row and column names for a spreadsheet that would be used with this lesson.

Sketch a sample graph for this lesson

Lesson Idea:  Compare number of earthquakes per year in the US vs. China over the past 50 years
Learning Objectives:  Construct graphs to represent data from real-world problems; research past

geographic conditions (e.g., earthquakes, flooding, volcanoes) and their impact on
societies.

Problems that could be solved with this data:  Earthquakes…Is one side of the world safer than the
other?

Fill in the row and column names for a spreadsheet that would be used with this lesson.

Sketch a sample graph for this lesson

A B C D

1 emaNdriB napSgniW seliM

2 )kwaH,.g.e(1driB sehcni94 006,5

3 2driB sehcni01 000,1

4 3driB sehcni32 000,3
Wing Span Miles

Bird 1
Bird 2
Bird 3

A B C D E F G H I

1 raeY 2002 1002 0002 9991 8991 7991 6991 5991

2 SU 55 04 07 26 54 56 001 08

3 anihC 56 35 16 05 84 27 58 86

US
China
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My Integration Ideas:
SPREADSHEETS
Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Spreadsheets.  Select
two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  List learning objectives that would be achieved if students
completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of the objectives by
reaching a solution.  Then create a sample spreadsheet by filling in column and row names and plausible
data entries.

Lesson Idea: ___________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objective(s): ___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Fill in the row and column names for a spreadsheet that would be used with this lesson.

Sketch a sample graph for this lesson

A B C D

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

01
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My Integration Ideas:
SPREADSHEETS continued

Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Spreadsheets.  Select
two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  List learning objectives that would be achieved if students
completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of the objectives by
reaching a solution.  Then create a sample spreadsheet by filling in column and row names and plausible
data entries.

Lesson Idea: ___________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objective(s): ___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Fill in the row and column names for a spreadsheet that would be used with this lesson.

A B C D

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

01

Sketch a sample graph for this lesson
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How to...

Use Databases as a Learning Tool:
A common instructional strategy requires students to create note card sets of important information.  These
can be called “non-digital” databases.  The topics of the cards could be for U.S. Presidents, planets in the
Solar System, endangered species, or leading authors.  The cards of information are one step better than
having the information remain in encyclopedias, but are quite limited when wanting to examine trends and
patterns across the records.  However, if students use database software to record information, they can
easily find answers to multiple questions that would take hours to find using note cards.  For example,
finding differences between large and small planets; looking for relationships between accomplishments
while in office and past positions held by U.S. Presidents; or comparing writing themes by gender of author
or year of publication.  Further database examples are provided in this section.

When to Use Databases
Use with information that has repetitive patterns and can be easily described.

Using Databases for Higher-Order Thinking
The following chart contains the basic functions of database software and example activities for which
students could use these functions to engage in higher-order thinking.

snoitcnuFcisaB:esabataD seitivitcAgniknihTredrO-rehgiHfoselpmaxE

sdrocerniataderotS tamrofdrocerdnasdleifetairporppayfitnediotselbairavenimaxE•
ycaruccaerusneotssecorpyrtneatadssessA•

)ciremunroahpla(atadtroS stluserdedeendleiyotatadegnarrA•

atadegreM stnenopmocatadlacitircelbmessA•

stroperdezilaicepsetaerC noitulosetartsnomedotstluserezinagrO•
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Classroom Ideas:
DATABASES
The following list contains suggestions for databases that can be created by
elementary, middle, and/or high school students. Numerous problem statements can
be generated from each database.

seitivitcAesabataDtnedutS sesabataDfoesUtnedutSrofsaedIyM

slammamotairetcabmorf–smsinagrofosmetsysevitsegiD •

,nosidE,.g.e,stsitneicssuomaffosehcaorppalatnemirepxE
.lleB,ttaW

•

scitsiretcarahcruasoniD •

stnedutsfostiartciteneG •

sgalfetats.S.UfoserutaeF •

seirtnuoctnereffidfoserutcurtstnemnrevoG •

sniatnuomtsellatehtfoserutaeF •

sretcarahc,emeht,gnittes,.g.e,selatyriaffoseitiralimiS •

sraW.S.U •

sudnuorasepahS •

s'0081ehtfosrohtuaelameF •

selpmaxehceepsfostraP •

snoitcarffoselpmaxedlrowlaeR •

doofnommocfostneirtuN •

etatsruomorfsronrevoG •
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Example Ideas:
DATABASES
Directions:  Use this sheet to create lesson beginnings from the Classroom Ideas for Databases.  Select
two ideas that would be applicable, or that are similar to topics you teach.  List learning objectives that would
be achieved if students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of
the objectives by reaching a solution.  Then, create a sample database by filling in the field names and two
records to demonstrate how the information would be configured.

Lesson Idea: Shapes Around Us
Learning Objective: Analyze characteristics of geometric shapes.
Problem(s) that could be solved with this data:  What is the most common shape in your kitchen?

Create a sample database for this lesson by filling in Field Names and plausible entries for two records.

Lesson Idea: Governors From Our State
Learning Objective: Identify political leaders from current nations, including the United States
Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: If our state wanted to elect a governor that best

represents the traits of past governors, what type of person would be needed?

Create a sample database for this lesson by filling in Field Names and plausible entries for two records.

emaNdleiF 1droceR 2droceR

emaNepahS erehpS elgnatceR

emaNtcejbO egnarO xoBlaereC

sediSforebmuN 1 6

emaNdleiF 1droceR 2droceR

emaN htoomSekiM suoireSeuS

smreTforebmuN 1 1

ytraP tarcomeD tnednepednI

detcelEtsriFnehwytiCemoH siloporteM ediSyrtnuoC

eergeDtsehgiH ABM ecneicSlacitiloP.D.hP

boJsuoiverP OECetaroproC rosseforP

detcelEtsriFnehwegA 24 83

tnemhsilpmoccAyeK noitcudeRxaT mrofeRloohcS

tnemhsilpmoccAyeK syawhgiHdevorpmI seitlanePgurDregnortS
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My Integration Ideas:
DATABASES
Directions:  Use this sheet to create lesson beginnings from the Classroom Ideas for Databases.  Select
two ideas that would be applicable, or that are similar to topics you teach.  List learning objectives that would
be achieved if students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of
the objectives by reaching a solution.  Then, create a sample database by filling in the field names and two
records to demonstrate how the information would be configured.

Lesson Idea: ___________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objective(s): ___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Create a sample database for this lesson by filling in Field Names and plausible entries for two records.

emaNdleiF 1droceR 2droceR
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My Integration Ideas:
DATABASES continued

Directions:  Use this sheet to create lesson beginnings from the Classroom Ideas for Databases.  Select
two ideas that would be applicable, or that are similar to topics you teach.  List learning objectives that would
be achieved if students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of
the objectives by reaching a solution.  Then, create a sample database by filling in the field names and two
records to demonstrate how the information would be configured.

Lesson Idea: ___________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objective(s): ___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Create a sample database for this lesson by filling in Field Names and plausible entries for two records.

emaNdleiF 1droceR 2droceR
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How to...

Use Concept Maps as a Learning Tool:
Concepts maps are useful tools for documenting brainstorming sessions, planning a
project, structuring a report, or plotting a timeline.  Computer-generated concept
maps are advantageous because students can easily change labels, move and/or
change component shapes, add graphics, and convert ideas into an outline that can
be imported into a different software application, such as a word processor.

When to Use Concept Maps
Use with content that can be categorized, linked, sequenced, or contrasted.

Using Concept Mapping Functions for Higher-Order Thinking
The following chart contains the basic functions of concept mapping software and
example activities for which students could use these functions to engage in higher-
order thinking.

snoitcnuFcisaB:spaMtpecnoC seitivitcAgniknihTredrO-rehgiHfoselpmaxE

noitamrofnisyalpsidyllacisyhP noitamrofnitneserperotepahsetairporppatsomenimreteD•

saedistcennoC snoitcennoclufgninaemotninoitamrofnietargetnI•

secneuqessetaerC secneuqeslufgninaemetaercdnayfitnediotnoitamrofnissessA•

scihparGsddA stneserpertsebegamiehtyfitnediotscihpargelbaliavaweiveR•
tpecnocderisedeht

seniltuO erutcurtslufgninaemninoitamrofniegnarrA•
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Classroom Ideas:
CONCEPT MAPS
Below are examples of how students can use concept maps as a tool to better learn
subject area content.  We’ve included three activities for concept maps that
incorporate the skills from the list of higher order thinking skills.  Also included is
space for you to add ideas for your students to use word processing.

seitivitcApaMtpecnoCtnedutS foesUtnedutSrofsaedIyM
spaMtpecnoC

tsartnoCro/dnaerapmoC •

snaciremAevitaN.svsmirgliP• •

tenoM.svessitaM• •

saeS.svsnaecO• •

efilytiC.svefilmraF• •

slleclaminA.svsllectnalP• •

tnemnrevoGlanoitaN.svetatS.svytiC• •

eniLemiTaetaerC •

tnalPotdeeS• •

dooFotthgilnuS• •

efiLruoY• •

.S.UehtnisthgiRliviC• •

margorPecapS• •

sruasoniDfollaFdnaesiR• •

saedIniaMtolP •

snosaesruoF• •

noitautcnuP• •

yenoM• •
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Example Ideas:
CONCEPT MAPS
Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for concept maps.  Select
two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  List the key learning objectives that would be achieved if
students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of the objectives
by reaching a solution.  Then create a sample layout of a concept map that students could produce.

Lesson Idea: Vertebrates
Learning Objective(s): Compare characteristics

of amphibians, reptiles, fish, birds,
and mammals; Classify objects by
observable properties.

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data:
 How do alligators, eagles, sharks,
frogs, and tigers look like you and
look different than you?

Briefly sketch the key components of a concept map that
students might create for this lesson.

Legs

Toes

Eyes

Mouth

Tail

Scales

Claws Feat hers

Claws

Scales

Lives
in Water

Fins

Smooth
Skin

Claws

Eyes

Mouth

Legs
Eyes

Mouth

Eyes

Mouth

Legs

Toes Hair

Eyes

Lesson Idea: Punctuation
Learning Objective(s): Demonstrate correct

understanding of punctuation; Use
correct punctuation when writing

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data:
How can punctuation marks be
displayed?

Briefly sketch the key components of a concept map that
students might create for this lesson.

END

PAUSE

EMPHASIS

:
;

,

-
!.

?

“ ”

( )

‘
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My Integration Ideas:
CONCEPT MAPS
Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for concept maps.  Select
two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  List the key learning objectives that would be achieved if
students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of the objectives
by reaching a solution.  Then create a sample layout of a concept map that students could produce.

Lesson Idea: _____________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

Learning Objective(s): _____________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data:

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

Briefly sketch the key components of a concept map that
students might create for this lesson.

Lesson Idea: _____________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

Learning Objective(s): _____________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data:

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

Briefly sketch the key components of a concept map that
students might create for this lesson.
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How to...

Use Presentations as a Learning Tool
Presentation software, such as Microsoft PowerPoint®, is commonly used by teachers
and students to share information.  However, the software has several functions that,
when used appropriately, can engage students in higher-order thinking.  For example,
the animation feature can be used to demonstrate movement during a chemical
reaction, change of geographical boundaries over time, or changing a square to a
rectangle. The text build tool and slide sorter tools require students to plan the most
effective sequence for presenting information.  More examples are given below.

When to use Presentations
Use to display information that can be enhanced by motion and interactivity

Using Presentation Functions for Higher-Order Thinking
The following chart contains the basic functions of presentation software and example
activities for which students could use these functions to engage in higher-order
thinking.

snoitcnuFcisaB:snotiatneserP seitivitcAgniknihTredrO-rehgiHfoselpmaxE

txeTsyalpsiD esarhparap/ezirammuS
seltiT•

stsildetelluB•
slebaL•

noitagivaNstroppuS ecneuqesenimreteD
txenehtotedilsenomorF•

sedilsdetangisedoT•

noitaminAsetaerC stpecnocetartsnomeD
snoitacoltnereffidmorfscihpargrotxetnignirB•

stceffetnereffidhtiwscihpargrotxetwohS•

roscihparGsetaerCrostresnI
spilCnoitoM

etaerc,tceles,hctaM
yrellaGSMehtmorfsotohpdnatrapilctresnI•

selifdetareneg-tnedutsmorfsotohpdnatrapilcstresnI•

dnuoSstresnI etaerc,tceles,hctaM
sDCcisumroyrellaGtfosorciMmorfdnuostresnI•
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Classroom Ideas:
PRESENTATIONS
The following list contains suggestions for presentations that can be created by
elementary, middle, and/or high school students. Space is provided for you to add
ideas for how your students can create presentations.

seitivitcAnoitatneserPtnedutS foesUtnedutSrofsaedIyM
snoitatneserP

hceepsfostraptcipedyllacihparG •

ruofoselim001nihtiwtseretnifosmetiesacwohS
loohcs

•

fosepyttnereffidetartsnomedotscihpargesU
yrtemmys

•

lacimehcyekforetfadnaerofebehtetartsnomeD
snoitcaer

•

.svlacirtceleneewtebecnereffidehtetartsullI
ygrenelacimehc

•

retnecs’htraEehtotedirrotavelelautrivaetaerC •

noitcanisnoitisoperpetartsullI •

yenomfoyrotsihehttnemucoD •

sniartiyhwnialpxE •

aisAmorfsdractsopesacwohS •

noitomnistpecnochtamtcipeD •

'snamuhotsannetna’stcesnifoelorehterapmoC
sesnesevif

•

ssalcruorof"egatireHruOfoseirtnuoC"aetaerC •

emithguorhtsnoitallessetwohS •

etovaotsneppahtahwezilausiV •
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Example Ideas:
PRESENTATIONS
Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Presentations.  Select
two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  List the key learning objectives that would be achieved, if
students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of the objectives
by reaching a solution.  Then, create a sample layout of three main presentation slides that students would
produce.

Lesson Idea: Prepositions in Action
Learning Objective(s):Identify and use prepositions; recognize the function of prepositional phrases
Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: How many different places can Felix the cat sit with

Max the dog?

Briefly sketch three main presentation slides that students would produce.

Lesson Idea: Countries of our Heritage
Learning Objective: Recognize how migration influences the culture of world societies
Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: From how many countries did our ancestors come?

Briefly sketch three main presentation slides that students would produce.

Countries of
      Our
   Families

Globe

Italy

Maria is named after her
ITALIAN grandmother

Maria John

Tasha

Our Class
had

Relatives
from 14

Countries

Class
Photo
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My Integration Ideas:
PRESENTATIONS
Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Presentations.  Select
two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  List the key learning objectives that would be achieved, if
students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of the objectives
by reaching a solution.  Then, create a sample layout of three main presentation slides that students would
produce.

Lesson Idea: ___________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objective(s): ___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Briefly sketch the main presentation slides that students would produce.
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My Integration Ideas:
PRESENTATIONS continued

Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Presentations.  Select
two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  List the key learning objectives that would be achieved, if
students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of the objectives
by reaching a solution.  Then, create a sample layout of three main presentation slides that students would
produce.

Lesson Idea: ___________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objective(s): ___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Briefly sketch three main presentation slides that students would produce.
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How to...

Use Web Browsers as a Learning Tool
One of the key changes to today’s educational environment is the Internet.  Students
now have access to almost any type of information – from historical archives to up-to-
the-minute news.  Since the information is in a digital format, it can often be
downloaded to student computers that allow for information to be more closely
examined and deeper understanding to be gained.  This section provides ideas for
using a web browser to not only access information, but also to take advantage of its
interactive functionality.

When to use Web Browsers
Use to access information or to engage in interactive learning.

Using Web Browser for Higher-Order Thinking
The following chart contains the basic functions of web browser and communication
software.  Additionally, it includes example activities for which students could use
these functions to engage in higher-order thinking.

snoitcnuFcisaB:resworBbeW seitivitcAgniknihTredrO-rehgiHfoselpmaxE

noitamrofnirofsehcraeS )s(emoctuodednetniyfiralC•
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kcabdeefevitcaretnisedivorP gnikam-noisicedniegagnE•
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Classroom Ideas:
WEB BROWSERS
Below are examples of how students can use web browsers as a tool to better learn
subject area content.  Also included is space for you to add additional ideas for your
students to use web browsers.

seitivitcAresworBbeWtnedutS foesUtnedutSrofsaedIyM
sresworBbeW
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Example Ideas:
WEB BROWSERS
Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Web Browsers.  Select
two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  List the key learning objectives that would be achieved if
students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of the objectives
by reaching a solution.  Then,generate a list of key words that could be used to search for the information or
web sites that contain the information, and briefly describe the information that would be collected.

Lesson Idea:  Cost of Living
Learning Objective(s): Understand cost of living in different geographic locations
Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: What would it cost to build your dream house in

Florida, Connecticut, Texas, Seattle, and California?

Lesson Idea:  Interactive Learning: Virtual Reality
Learning Objective(s): Science – demonstrate the structure of chemical bonds
Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: We plot chemical bonds with pencil and paper – what

do you think they look like in reality or when represented in a 3D format

smreThcraeSdrowyeK stluseRhcraeS

stsocgnidliub tooferauqsrepstsocgnidliuB

saxeTniegatooferauqs etamitsenworuoyetaerC

gnivilfotsoc
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My Integration Ideas:
WEB BROWSERS
Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Web Browsers.  Select
two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  List the key learning objectives that would be achieved if
students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of the objectives
by reaching a solution.  Then,generate a list of key words that could be used to search for the information or
web sites that contain the information, and briefly describe the information that would be collected.

Lesson Idea: ___________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objective(s): ___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

smreThcraeSdrowyeK stluseRhcraeS
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My Integration Ideas:
WEB BROWSERS continued

Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Web Browsers.  Select
two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  List the key learning objectives that would be achieved if
students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of the objectives
by reaching a solution.  Then,generate a list of key words that could be used to search for the information or
web sites that contain the information, and briefly describe the information that would be collected.

Lesson Idea: ___________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objective(s): ___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

smreThcraeSdrowyeK stluseRhcraeS
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How to...

Use Communication Tools as Learning Tools
With the use of Internet-based communication tools, the educational opportunities for
students have become limitless.  Under strict security and close supervision, students
can now instantaneously exchange ideas, school projects, and photos with other
children across the globe. Students can ask a writer why they added particular
components to a story, a scientist how to set-up an experiment, an engineer which
mathematics skills they use while working, and a grandmother how she created her
quilt pattern.  These experiences and gained knowledge add a “real-world”
component to the classroom environment.

When to use Communication Tools
Use when interactivity with others will enhance learning

Using Communication Tools for Higher-Order Thinking
The following chart contains the basic functions of communication software and
example activities for which students could use these functions to engage in higher-
order thinking.

cisaB:slooTnoitacinummoC
snoitcnuF

seitivitcAgniknihTredrO-rehgiHfoselpmaxE

/suonorhcnysswollA
snoitacinummocsuonorhcnysa

.snoitseuqdnascipotnoitasrevnoctceleS•

txeTsevieceR/sdneS .esopruphtiwtnemngilahsilbatseottxetdevieceretaulavE•

oiduA/oediVsevieceR/sdneS .laveirterysaewollaottamrofdnatnetnocetairporppaenimreteD•

stnemhcattAsevieceR/sdneS .esoprupstroppustierusneottnetnocenimreteD•

segasseMsevihcrA .noitamrofnifolaveirtererusneoterutcurtslufgninaemhsilbatsE•
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Classroom Ideas:
COMMUNICATION TOOLS
Below are examples of whom students can contact using communication tools, such
as email, listservs, bulletin boards, chats and instant messaging, as a tool to better
learn subject area content.  Also included is space for you to add additional ideas for
your students to use communication tools.

detsegguSslooTnoitacinummoCtnedutS
stnapicitraP

noitacinummoCfoesUtnedutSrofsaedIeroM
slooT

stnedutSrehtO •

ssalcemaS •

loohcsemaS •

yticemaS •

etatsemaS •

setatSdetinUehttuohguorhT •

)slapyek,.g.e(lanoitanretnI •

strepxE •

)stsitneics,srosseforp,.g.e(srehcraeseR •

)lanoitanretni,lanoitan,etats,lacol,.g.e(tnemnrevoG •

,stsicamrahp,sesrun,srotcod,.g.e(lacideM
)snaicinhcet

•

)steop,skoob,repapswen,.g.e(sretirW •

)srotplucs,sretniap,snaicisum,.g.e(stsitrA •
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My Integration Ideas:
COMMUNICATION TOOLS
Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Communication Tools.
Select two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  List the key learning objectives that would be achieved
if students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of the objectives
by reaching a solution.  Then, list who will participate (specific names may not be needed, e.g., high school
students in Alaska) and briefly describe the exchange of information that would occur.

Lesson Idea: Other students – International
Learning Objective(s): Compare cultural characteristics of the world
Problem(s) that could be solved with this data:  Do Greeks believe in Greek mythology?

Sample Email:

From: Group A
To: 13 year old in Greece
Subject: Greek mythology
Message: We are studying Greek mythology

and wanted to know if students in
Greek schools also study Greek
mythology.  If you do, which of these
myths is your favorite and why?

Lesson Idea:  Expert – Business
Learning Objective(s): Connect math procedures to real-world situation
Problem(s) that could be solved with this data:  Is the math that we have to learn in high school really

used in the real world?

Sample Email:

From: Mrs. Smith’s class
To: Architects
Subject: Mathematics
Message: I am a high school freshman

considering becoming an architect
and would like to know what type of
mathematics you use while doing
your work.
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My Integration Ideas:
COMMUNICATION TOOLS
Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Communication Tools.
Select two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  List the key learning objectives that would be achieved
if students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student attainment of the objectives
by reaching a solution.  Then, list who will participate (specific names may not be needed, e.g., high school
students in Alaska) and briefly describe the exchange of information that would occur.

Lesson Idea: ___________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objective(s): ___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Sample Email:

Lesson Idea: ___________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objective(s): ___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Sample Email:

From: __________________________________________________________________
To: __________________________________________________________________
Subject: __________________________________________________________________
Message: __________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

From: __________________________________________________________________
To: __________________________________________________________________
Subject: __________________________________________________________________
Message: __________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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How to...

Use Digital Cameras as a Learning Tool:
In the past, when students needed a graphic image, they typically completed hand
drawings, which were time-consuming, lacked detail, and primarily benefited students
who could draw well.  Today, this situation is changed due to student use of digital
cameras, which can be used by all students, regardless of artistic abilities.  Now, even
low cost cameras let students bring the outside world into the classroom in a quick
and very accurate manner. These captured images can then be further investigated
through the use of editing software.  The combined function of the camera and the
software enable students to engage in multiple critical thinking activities.

When to use Digital Cameras
Use to capture or create images representing such things as concepts, change,
sequence, and/or artifacts.

Using Digital Cameras for Higher-Order Thinking
The following chart contains the basic functions of a digital camera and editing
software and example activities for which students could use these functions to
engage in higher-order thinking.

snoitcnuFcisaB:aremaClatigiD seitivitcAgniknihTredrO-rehgiHfoselpmaxE

segamilatigiderutpaC • tniopweivetairporppayfitnediotsgnidnuorrusezylanA

saremaclatigidyfidoM eveihcaotnoitanibmocetairporppayfitnediotgnittesezylanA•
emoctuoderisedeht

segamiderutpacweiveR ehteveihcayehtfienimretedotsegamiderutpacezylanA•
semoctuoderised

erawefoSgnitidEegamIcihparG seitivitcAgniknihTredrO-rehgiHfoselpmaxE

segamiderutpacweiveR ebotdeenhcihwenimretedotsegamiderutpacezylanA•
deifidom

segamilatigidyfidoM gnitideetairporppaehtgnisuegamiwenaezisehtnyS•
serutaeferawtfos

segamifosgnipuorgelbmessA tneserperotgnipuorglufgninaemaotnisegamiezisehtnyS•
emoctuoderisedeht
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Classroom Ideas:
DIGITAL CAMERAS
Below are examples of how students can use digital cameras as a tool to better learn
subject area content.  Also included is space for you to add ideas for your students to
use word processing.

seitivitcAsaremaClatigiDtnedutS saremaClatigiDfoesUtnedutSrofsaedIyM
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•
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•
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•
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.yrtemmysebircsed

•
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.yrotss'keewsihtmorfsenecs

•

simrofwohnialpxeotekatuoyshpargotohpesU
.noitcnufotdetcennoc

•

yrotsehtmorfsretcarahcniameerhtehtfoenoesoohC
knihtuoytahtshpargotohpevifotowtmorfekatdna

.ytilanosreps'retcarahcehttneserper

•

yletelpmoceraknihtuoytahtshpargotohpowtekaT
anisotohpowtehtecalP.rehtohcaemorfetisoppo

tsartnoc/erapmocetirwdnaelbatgnissecorpdrow
.eciohcruoygnitroppusstnemetats

•
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Example Ideas:
DIGITAL CAMERAS
Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Digital Cameras (from
the previous page).  1) Select two ideas that are similar to topics you teach.  2) List the key learning
objectives that would be achieved, if students completed these tasks.  3) Create a problem that would result
in student attainment of the objectives by reaching a solution.  4) Then create a sample layout of the final
word-processed document that students would produce.

Lesson Idea: Create a narrated photo journal of how to write a research paper
Learning Objective(s): Describe the key steps of writing a research paper
Problem(s) that could be solved with this data:  Many students struggle with knowing how to write a

research paper, so your team is going to create a narrated, step-by-step guide titled
“Research Papers Made Easy!” The journal will be completed with a digital camera and
PowerPoint.

Briefly sketch the key features of the final digital camera project

Lesson Idea:  Photograph natural and man-made items that represent symmetry
Learning Objective(s): Distinguish symmetrical items from non-symmetrical items
Problem(s) that could be solved with this data:  Does symmetry occur naturally or only in man-made

objects?

Briefly sketch the key features of the final project students will create with the use of a digital camera

Research Papers Made Easy

By: Sara Student & Mike Achiever

Digital

image of Sara

and Mike

Step 1: Explore possible topics for
your paper until you identify the
right one

Digital
image of Sara and
Mike reviewing
reference

materials

Symmetry in our  World

By: Sara Student

Digital
image of
natural

symmetry

Digital
image of

man-made
symmetry

Symmetry in Man-Made
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My Integration Ideas:
DIGITAL CAMERAS
Directions:  Use this form to expand and personalize two of the Classroom Ideas for Digital Cameras (from
the previous page). Select two ideas that are similar to topics you teach. List the key learning objectives that
would be achieved, if students completed these tasks.  Create a problem that would result in student
attainment of the objectives by reaching a solution.  Then create a sample layout of the final word-processed
document that students would produce.

Lesson Idea: ___________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objective(s): ___________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Briefly sketch the key features of the final project students will create with the use of a digital camera.

Lesson Idea ____________________________________________________________________________

Learning Objective: _____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Problem(s) that could be solved with this data: ______________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Briefly sketch the key features of the final project students will create with the use of a digital camera.
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The One Computer Classroom
In the one computer classroom, the teacher creates a schedule
where students take turns or have a special weekly time on the
computer. The student on the computer is excused from the
work the rest of the class is doing. There are several ways to
set up the computer rotation schedule for the one computer
classroom. One way is to schedule students based on their
academic strengths. For example, if a student was especially
strong in math, math time would be a good time to schedule
his/her computer time. Another way is to rotate students
through the computer as a one student “station.” Students
rotate according to a posted list.

Whole Class Management Tips
•  Group students in front of the computer in the

most comfortable arrangement possible.

•  Make sure that all students are able to see the monitor.

•  Introduce a web site or software program to the whole class with a projection

device before having students access the web site or program independently.

•  Demonstrate how to use a computer application before the students use it

independently. Have students follow along on a prepared job aid they will use

when at the computer.

•  Demonstrate loading and running a software program.

•  Prepare students for what they will be learning and what will be expected of

them.

•  Give students opportunities to respond to and interact with the computer when

appropriate.

•  Use a selected web site or software program to serve as a catalyst for a class

discussion.

Individual Work Management Tips
•  Present familiar concepts. Choose attitudes/ideas with which the student has

experienced prior success.

•  Make sure that the student is familiar with the menu, prompts or special

commands before she/he begins the assignment. This can be done in a large

group, with a peer tutor, or by the teacher.

•  Be specific about which program the student is to use. Make sure the student

knows where to find directions.
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You can use a

progress chart to help

you and your students

monitor their progress

as they rotate through

the computer.

•  Establish a non-verbal signal, such as placing a plastic cup upside down, for

the student to get the teacher’s or peer-tutor’s attention without disturbing

others.

•  Establish clear guidelines regarding how long the student is to stay at the

computer and which student is to go next. Teach the student how to use a timer

and have a rotation schedule posted near the computer.

•  Be clear and consistent in your expectations regarding the student’s behavior at

the computer.

•  Model the computer project for the class. Provide a sample of the completed

work for the specified project along with a checklist that students can use to

check off tasks as they work.  Have students attach the checklist to their

completed work.

•  Create a template when teaching a new computer skill. The students will be

able to rotate through the activity, and the original file will not be lost or altered.
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The Multi-Computer Classroom
A classroom model that uses “learning stations” works well in a multi-computer
classroom. Small groups of students rotate from one station to another during a
portion of the day or throughout the school day. Another type of rotation that is also
effective in the multi-computer classroom is
independent rotation. In this rotation
approach, small groups of students are
assigned to a computer on a scheduled
basis. The teacher creates a weekly rotation
schedule. This rotation plan allows each
student group to have access to a computer
several times a week or even daily. One of
the advantages of this rotation plan is that
student work can be ongoing, and does not
necessarily have to be completed by the
end of a group’s specified daily time.

Multi-Computer Classroom Management Tips
•  Establish student behavior expectations for working in a cooperative group and

taking turns.

•  Introduce students to basic computer skills before sending them to the

computer.

•  Assign students specific tasks such as keyboard operator, recorder, and screen

reader, and rotate tasks to ensure equitable computer use.

•  Use a non-verbal signal, such as a cup turned upside down, to indicate need

for teacher assistance.

•  Be specific about what students are to do when computer work is finished.

•  Have clear and consistent expectations regarding care of hardware and

software.

•  Have necessary software ready when students go to the computer.

•  Create bookmarks for frequently used web sites.

•  Assign a “peer expert” to assist students who need help.

•  Post step-by step instructions for common computer functions near the

computer, e.g., how to save work, how to print.

•  Place a timer next to the computer. Have students set the timer for a specified

amount of time. When timer goes off, students rotate.

•  Post a daily or weekly computer schedule. This schedule should be created so

that students move by means of turns rather than an assigned time of day or

day. With this type of schedule,  a student would not miss his/her turn if there

were a school holiday, a class field trip, or a student assembly.
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•  Plan a related activity that may be done by students who are not at the

computer in another area of the classroom. For example, have students use

printed resources to research the same questions as students who are using

the Internet.

•  Have students keep a journal of what they accomplished during their scheduled

computer time. Some suggested topics are:

 - New vocabulary words

 - Questions that they may have when working on the computer

 - Web site addresses that were used and what they found at the site

 - Summarization of what they have learned

•  Make sure that student assignments are age appropriate and at the appropriate

reading level, so the help needs are minimal.

•  Use 3 x 5 recipe card file with student names to identify computer users for

each day.

•  Create two folders, one for completed projects and one for work in progress.

Have a checklist available so that, after each session, students can indicate

whether the project is complete or additional time is needed.

•  Make sure that activity centers have a clearly written description of the student

tasks that are to be completed.  Use an 8 x 10 plastic sheet protector to hold

the directions for the activity, and place it near the computer. This will eliminate

the need for verbal directions and will allow the students to begin their tasks as

soon as they sit down at the computer.

•  Prepare task cards that define the student roles required to complete the

assignment. This will help to ensure that all students are actively engaged.

Always relate computer assignments to the curriculum that is being covered in

the classroom.

Multi-Computer Classroom Rotation Schedules
Scheduling student use of the computer is an effective method for implementing the
integration of technology into the curriculum and ensuring that every student has an
equal opportunity to benefit from the use of computer technology. The number of
students in the class, the number of computer workstations available, and the number
of students who will be at each of the computes helps determine the rotation
schedule. The length of time necessary for a lesson/activity must be calculated and
activities must be created for the students who are not at the computer. Please see
the example of a computer rotation schedule created for a multi-computer classroom
that has twenty-four students and four computers.
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Sample Weekly Rotation Schedule

Adapted from Scheduling Activities available at http://www.nycenet.edu/oit/mgmt/scheduling.htm

yaD 1puorG 2puorG 3puorG 4puorG 5puorG 6puorG

enOyaD 1retneC 2retneC 3retneC 4retneC 5retneC 6retneC

owTyaD 2retneC 3retneC 4retneC 5retneC 6retneC 1retneC

eerhTyaD 3retneC 4retneC 5retneC 6retneC 1retneC 2retneC

ruoFyaD 4retneC 5retneC 6retneC 1retneC 2retneC 3retneC

eviFyaD 5retneC 6retneC 1retneC 2retneC 3retneC 4retneC

xiSyaD 6retneC 1retneC 2retneC 3retneC 4retneC 5retneC

Check the “Sample Day One Activities” table below to see an example of which activities
each group would be participating in on Day One.  This table also specifies in which areas
of the classroom where each group should be located.

Sample Day One Activities
Adapted from Scheduling Activities available at http://www.nycenet.edu/oit/mgmt/scheduling.htm

1puorG 2puorG 3puorG 4puorG 5puorG 6puorG

1retneC
1retupmoC

2retneC
2retupmoC

3retneC
3retupmoC

4retneC
4retupmoC

5retneC
VTehttA

6retneC
ksedtA

nohcraeseR
ehttenretnIeht

fostceffe
ehtnonoitullop

.tnemnorivne

MORDCesU
saidepolcycne

dnifot
noitamrofni
retawtuoba

riadna
.noitullop

aeraperP
tnioPrewoP
noitatneserp

ehttuoba
fostceffe

ehtnonoitullop
.tnemnorivne

noitalumisesU
hcuserawtfos

moTsa
s'redynS

ehT-snoisiceD"
".tnemnorivnE

oedivahctaW
ehttuoba
fostceffe

ehtnonoitullop
.tnemnorivne

niretpahcdaeR
tuobakoobtxet

dnanoitullop
ydutsrewsna

ediug
.snoitseuq
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Using Laptop Carts
As an alternative to computer labs, some schools have purchased
mobile laptop carts, or computers on wheels (COWs).  These carts of 5
to 25 mobile computers are typically wireless and can be wheeled from
classroom to classroom as needed.  Schools have used this model to
promote collaboration among students and aid in transitioning among
groups of students and in classroom settings (e.g., Gwaltney, 2003).

Many of the laptop carts used in classrooms offer each student a computer to work
with.  This is an excellent opening for each student to demonstrate his or her own
computer skills, as well as content knowledge in a unique way.  Because the laptop
carts are moved from one classroom to another, the time lost organizing students to
attend computer labs is reduced.

With this one-computer-for-every-student opportunity, teachers must be prepared to
manage this environment.  For example, new techniques for classroom management
must be in place to help facilitate the teaching and learning process.  In addition to
classroom management, technical and logistical issues also have to be considered,
such as battery life and saving work.  Some of the same
management tips appropriate to multi-computer
classrooms and computer labs are appropriate
for laptop carts.  So, feel free to take a look at
those suggestions as well.

Laptop Carts Management Tips
•  Use “Lids down” to get students to close the

laptops and focus their attention on the teacher.

•  Have web sites bookmarked to the computer desktop

instead of inside the web browser.

•  Have a plan for recharging batteries in class and between periods during the

school day.

•  Consider buying a back-up set of batteries to switch out with.

•  Devise a plan for saving student work to external devices, such as USB Flash/

key drives, network servers and floppy disks.

•  Consider purchasing external mice for the laptops as some young students do

not have the manual dexterity needed to manage the trackpads and clicking

simultaneously.

•  Considering using tables instead of desks to accommodate the laptop

computers with textbooks and notebooks.

•  Use handouts or project sheets to direct the student’s work
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•  Use whole-class progress charts to manage where each student is during a

computer-supported project.  Students can “check off” each phase of the

project as it’s completed.  The teacher can initial their project sheet, too, in

order for the student progress to the next phase.

•  Consider using reflection strategies, like “What did I accomplish today? What

did I learn today?  What do I need to learn/do next?,” in longer computer-

supported projects to document the students learning process.

•  Use proximity and other traditional classroom management techniques to keep

students on task.

•  Impress upon students their responsibility for care with using the laptop

computers.

•  Consider putting the laptops to sleep instead of shutting them down to reduce

transition times between class periods.

•  Number/identify the laptops and assign students to specific computers, so you

can track any problems, including technical problems or student abuse.

•  Plan the portions of your unit that will be computer-supported, so you can sign

up to use the laptop cart on specific days as opposed to blocking out an entire

week.

•  Consider using a keyboarding program regularly with students.

•  Be clear on student tasks and what activities are off limits, such as email and

instant messaging.

•  Remind students about safety on the Internet
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Working in a Computer Lab
To make best use and access of the computers they
have, many schools have created computer labs.
Teachers typically register to use the computer lab
for specific days.  The advantage to computer labs is
that they offer a reduced student-to-computer ratio.
Like laptop carts in many cases, there is one
computer for every student.  In contrast to laptop
carts, stationary computer labs typically have fixed
placements, so the computers cannot be moved.

This sometimes inhibits collaborations among students.  The physical placement of
computers in a lab is often in rows, so all students look forward.  This unfortunately
sometimes puts the computer monitor between the teacher and the student.  Plus, the
teacher has difficulty monitoring student progress with this set up.  Because many
teachers are sharing access to the computer lab, it is sometimes difficult to align the
computer-supported activity with the “perfect” unit.

Computer Lap Management Tips
•  Consider introducing initial concepts or skills in the classroom before moving to

the computer lab.

•  Be sure to move about the computer lab as best you can to monitor students.

•  Ask parents or older students to

help with the computer activities.

Consider stationing a guide for

each row of students.

•  Use planning documents like

storyboards and topical outlines

before students begin work on

computers to maximize the

computer use time.

•  Use handouts or project sheets to

direct the student’s work.

•  Use “Kill your mice” in order to get

students turn their mice upside-

down and focus attention on the

teacher.  This prevents clicking

mice.
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•  Use whole-class progress charts to manage where each student is during a

computer-supported project.  Students can “check off” each phase of the

project as it’s completed.  The teacher can initial their project sheet, too, in

order for the student progress to the next phase.

•  Consider using reflection strategies, like “What did I accomplished today? What

did I learn today?  What do I need to learn/do next?,” in longer computer-

supported projects to document the students learning process.

•  Use a non-verbal signal, such as a cup turned upside down, to indicate the

need for teacher assitance.

•  Use a seating chart for each class period to assign students to specific

computers so you can track any problems, including technical problems or

student abuse.

•  Devise a plan for saving student work to external devices, such as USB Flash/

key drives, network servers and floppy disks.

•  Be clear on student tasks and what activities are off limits, such as email and

instant messaging.

•  Remind students about safety on the Internet.
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